MIRACLE DELIVERANCE
Raising of the Antichrist the Sleeping Giant

Pt 3

DENVER WORLD INTERNAL AIRPORT

SYMBOLS and their Meaning Introduction: Occult symbols are fast replacing Christian symbols in our culture.
Standing on hind legs at the gateway to the airport, the towering horse makes an aggressive first impression.
"He looks like he's going to kill me," Jennifer Newson said in the DIA terminal. "It's not really settling when
you're driving to get on a flight and then you see the 'demon horse,' "Mustang," the giant sculpture by Luis
Jimenez, who was crushed by the horse during its construction. Implanting images on a mind has spiritual
powerful supernatural paranormal control that uses complex masonic symbols, and other symbols typically used
for magic and alchemy.

In the world of the occult, many symbols are imbued with power by the magician working in conjunction with
the demonic spirit world. The Wiccan leader Starhawk, founder of the Covenant of the Goddess, knows that
well. “To cast a spell is to project energy through a symbol,” she wrote in The Spiral Dance, her popular manual
for witchcraft. http://www.blogtalkradio.com/drpatholliday/2014/01/11/antichrist-the-sleeping-
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Ten unseen leaders of the Illuminati secretly rule the world. They make-up the hidden inner circle of the
global Illuminati conspiracy; the Bible prophesied that these ten men would have “one mind” and would “give
their power and strength unto the Beast,” (Rev. 17:13) [the Antichrist].They are working to build a New Age; a
New World Order; their plans call for the destruction of the old order first and then they will place their god
on the throne of the new world. Their global power is astonishing; their psychodrama social engineering
process, Masonically named ‘Ordo Ab Chao’ order out of chaos has resulted in millions dead in war after war. 1
My friends their ‘Plan” is working and their story unfold in sculptures and murals around the world that
everyone can see in plain sight. 2

Their Plan is working well; who are ‘they’? The illuminati ruling families have their own unique set of
core beliefs. They believe they are the chosen ones, the privileged, the intellectually and culturally
illuminated, the genetically and racially superior bloodlines. They believe they are the direct descendants of
"the gods" and are therefore divinely entitled to inherit and rule the physical realm and possess all of its
wealth. Over the millennia, they have passed their wealth and influence down from one family generation
to the next. These Zionist extremist families are monopolists. In the physical world of duality, they have
monopolized the power of evil and they believe they have a monopoly over the power of good as well. They
view themselves as noble martyrs sacrificing their time to accomplish the dream of their ancestors who
were members of the Hebrew tribe of Dan. That dream is to build a temple and a throne for their King in
Jerusalem - a throne that will never fall to invaders. 3
The sworn mission of today's ruling Zionist families is to rebuild the temple of King Solomon in
Jerusalem where their King will rule the world from his eternal throne as god of the earthly Kingdom (New
World Order) and the physical realm. This third and final temple of King Solomon has already been
designed. Construction of the temple awaits the fulfillment of the New World Order agenda which will
guarantee the survival of the temple and of the chosen King who will be protected by a one world army.
On October 7th, 1998, the Temple Mount and the Land of Israel Faithful Movement brought the
cornerstone for the third temple of King Solomon to the gates of the Temple Mount and the City of David.
When the Arabs who still control the Temple Mount (but do not have sovereignty over the Temple Mount)
threatened to riot, the Israeli authorities closed the gates of the Temple Mount before the cornerstone
could be laid. The Temple cornerstone was hauled close to the gates and ritually carried around the walls of
the Temple Mount and the Old City seven times. 4

Denver Airport swastika Runway
The unholy alliance of establishing a ‘New World Order with the Windsor family at the top is in its final
stages completion. The new order will establish a ‘One World Government; a New World Religion’ and a
New World Economic system. The Plan evolves out of the United Nations and spans its operations through
its thousands of NGO’S worldwide.
The Denver New World Airport was built by Freemasons in 1995 and a pre-dedicated capstone
featured in the atrium dated March 19, 1994. A time capsule is buried underneath the stone to be opened
in the year 2094 the airport has a swastika shaped runway. There is reported a deep grounded military
base beneath the airport with miles and miles of tunnels connected to a large network of underground
cities under the airport in Denver, Colorado. At 140 square kilometers (35,000 acres) it is the largest
airport in the United States by total area. Runway 16R/34L is the longest public use runway in the United
States. In 2012 Denver International Airport was the 15th-busiest airport in the world by passenger traffic
with 53,156,278 passengers.
There are several conspiracy theories relating to the airport's design and construction such as the runways being laid
out in a shape similar to a swastika. Murals painted in the baggage claim area have been claimed to contain themes
referring to future military oppression and a one-world government. However, the artist, Leo Tanguma, said the murals,
entitled "In Peace and Harmony With Nature" and "The Children of the World Dream of Peace," depict man-made
environmental destruction and genocide along with humanity coming together to heal nature and live in peace.
[69]

Conspiracists have also seen unusual markings in the terminals in DIA and have recorded them as templar
markings.[70] They have pointed to unusual words cut into the floor as being Satanic, Masonic, or some
impenetrable secret code of the New World Order: Cochetopa, Sisnaajini and Dzit Dit Gaii.[71] These words are
actually Navajo terms for geographical sites in Colorado. "Braaksma" and "Villarreal" are actually the names of
Carolyn Braaksma and Mark Villarreal, artists who worked on the airport’s sculptures and paintings.[72]
There is a dedication marker in the airport inscribed with words, "New World Airport Commission". It
also is inscribed with the Square and Compasses of the Freemasons, along with a listing of the two Grand
Lodges of Freemasonry in Colorado. It is mounted over a time capsule that was sealed during the
dedication of the airport, to be opened in 2094. The Freemasons participated in laying this “capstone” (the
last, finishing stone) of the airport project.[71]
Robert Blaskiewicz writing for Skeptical Inquirer Magazine states that conspiracies about the airport
range from the "absurd to the even more absurd". When asking airport media representatives, 'what
conspiracies are associated with the airport', they responded, "You name a conspiracy theory and somehow
we seem to be connected to it." Blaskiewicz found that contrary to claims from conspiracy theorists that
DIA will not discuss these stories with the public, they also give tours of the airport.[73] 5
MURAL OF THE WORLD DESTRUCTION AND DEATH BY MAGICAL FIRE

PEACE AND SAFTY

After the darkness and terrier of the destruction, it brings light; the surviving children of the New Age forth
mourning the death of their parents. See the woman in the coffin.

SATANIC PROPHECIES NEW WORLD PROPHECIES AND SYMBOLS

The prophecies concerning the New Order has been depicted in Murals at the Denver Colorado
International World Airport I've told people I know who are going to DIA to be sure to check this
artwork out. They come back and say, "That mural was bizarre as hell. So was the airport. It gave me
the creeps". It's a beautiful airport, which is the shame of it (for $5 billion it better be...). It's full of
Native American art and cultural zymology, and is bright and sunny. This mural I'm speaking of
stretched over four huge walls, each wall being a different part of the same story. No matter what
country you came from or what your age, the visions and messages in the mural (or most art) can be
conveyed and understood. I've named the four walls, in the order in which they appeared: 1} The Dead
Women in Coffins Mural; 2} The Dead Babies and General Skeletor Mural; 3} Happy Happy Joy Joy and 4}
Jesus and the Holy Thingamabob. 6
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

"The Children of the World Dream of Peace" is a powerful mural expressing the artist's desire to
abolish violence in society. One part of the diptych exhibits the tragedy and devastation of war and its
impact on humanity. The mural then moves to images of smiling children dressed in folk costumes
from around the world celebrating peace prevailing over war. "In Peace and Harmony with Nature"
addresses environmental issues of the world. One side of the mural shows children pouring out great
sadness over the destruction and extinction of life - human, flora and fauna. Images within the mural
include several local area children who were victims of violence. The other part depicts humanity

coming together to rehabilitate and celebrate nature and its diversity. However, there is more to the
mystery than the average person can imagine. The DIA turns out to be a gigantic prophecy inspired by
Satan revealing his plan for his new world kingdom on earth. His agents who lead the banking system
of the world are paying for and writing the screenplay.7
ARTIST BIO
Leo Tanguma is a Chicano artist-activist who has created murals throughout the country, generally with the help of
local students and volunteers. His innate social consciousness characterizes his vision as a human being and guides him as
an artist.
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The First Picture reveals a horrific figure of a German General wearing a gas mask. The gas mask indicates World
War III will use depopulating or biological agents. The white dove that he is killing sybolizes peace. On the right are
building remincent of the Twin Towers. The Nazi sword has been swisted through air leaving a Chemtrail that poison’s the
air and the ethnic population below it. On the left is an endless line of women holding dead babies. There is no trace of
violence to the dead children who appeared to die from the toxic gas from the rainbow. The are no men present; they have
all been killed. The Nazi Simitar sword is a symbol used by the Freemasons.

A native child holds a Mayan Calendar which depicts the end of the world as we know it.
Mural 2: Happy Happy Joy Joy and a Little Child Shall Lead Them

"The Children of the World Dream of Peace"
THE GERMAN BOY BEATS THE PLOWSHEARS

Babylonian messiah figure (anti-Christ) Young German Boy is killing the spirit of death and war. What we are
witnessing is the fulfilment of the end time’s prophecy of the Rise of the Mystery Babylon Whore and the
Luciferian plan against America and the world. The land of the brave and free is deliberately taken down to fulfil the
objectives of these Satanists for their New World Order, Global Fascist Luciferian State.
“The Children of the World Dream of Peace” is a powerful mural expressing the artist’s desire to abolish violence in
society. One part of the diptych exhibits the tragedy and devastation of war and its impact on humanity. The mural then
moves to images of smiling children dressed in folk costumes from around the world celebrating peace prevailing over
war." The war is over; the children of the world all turning over their weapons to this German boy giving him their
sovereignty wrapped in their country’s national flag. The Bavarian jacket leaves no doubt, the blond-hair, blue eye boy is
German. He symbolizes the Bavarian Illuminati. With an iron hammer the boy destroys the Nazi sword. He uses a hammer
which symbolizes the Hammer and Sickle of Communism. In the foreground, the Nazi General is dead with two doves
perched on his sword. The boy represents a savior who brings peace and Communism to a devastated world. In the Ritual
of the 32nd Path leading unto the Theoricus Grade, it is thus written: The Sphinx of Egypt spake and said: I am the
synthesis of the Elemental Forces.! am also the symbol of Man. I am Life. I am Death. l am the Child of the Night of Time."
The solid Pyramid of the Elements again is the Admission Badge of the 28th Path leading to the Philosophus Grade.
It is attributed to the Four Elements. Therefore on its base is the word Olahm, meaning World, and upon its sides are the
names of the Elements: Aesh, Ruach, Mayim, Aretz or 0phir. Yet the Apex is not allowed to remain vacant, or quite acute
in shape, but is cut off and so a small square is formed at the Apex, and the Letters Eth, meaning Essence are placed
therein. This small square maketh of the pyramid a certain Throne or shrine. On this throne a certain ruling force is
seated. Within the Throne is a sacred symbol. Place then within each Pyramid its appropriate sphinx, and the image of its
God above. Take thou each Pyramid as the key of the nature of each Tablet Square. The Sphinx of each will vary in form
according to the proportion of the elements comprising the Square. The God of Egypt, whose image is to be placed above
each Pyramid, shall represent the force ruling under the direction of the Great Angel of the This God shall be the symbol
of the power of the Light acting therein, as the Angel shall be the descent of that Light itself. The Angelic Name may be
typified by the correspondences of the four Letters of the Angelís name, adding AL to the Name - the letters of the Name
standing for head, bust, arms, body, and lower limbs, etc., as taught in the instruction on Telesmatic Images. Place the
name in Theban or Enochian letters on the girdle. The four forms of the Sphynx gods are: the Bull god, Wingless; the Eagle
or Hawk, Winged; Angel or man Winged; and the Lion, Wingless.

PHOENIX HAS RISEN
UNITED NATIONS MURAL that towers over the Security Council Room.
The central focus of the United Nations’ mural is the Phoenix bird that has risen. He is the symbol of Lucifer.
The bird reincarnates from death to life out of the blue flames, [The End and the Beginning]. ~ Gold is one of the
most powerful of the colors. Satan has a golden aura. Gold is the color of the Sun, and is of the element of fire. In
Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul. Both the colors gold and white-gold are seen all over in
the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and pyramids. Gold is the color of riches and power. The man of
Sin arises.

UN SPIRITUAL PROPHETIC PANEL
Who is the couple kneeling at the center panel of the mural; the woman holding a bouquet of roses and the Prince dressed in
white kneeling taking their marriage vows? Could this couple be Princes Diana and Prince Charles?
Who is the young boy standing in a doorway behind the Prince? He is standing upon a red and yellow carpet.
WHO IS THE BABY CHILD THAT IS SHOWN AT THEIR FEET?
Who is the young man standing in the wings behind the couple?
Could he be the Antichrist?

1994 - Peace Mural, Denver International Airport, Denver, Colorado (USA): "Depicts all of the children
of the world taking the weapons from each country on earth and giving them to a central figure who has
this iron fist and anvil in his hand that is totally out of proportion to the child's body, beating the swords into
plowshares." 9
After 1917, when King George V changed the name of the royal house from Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,
members of the Royal Family belong, either by birth or marriage, to the House of Windsor. Senior titled
members of the royal family do not usually use a surname, although since 1960 Mountbatten-Windsor
(incorporating Prince Philip's adopted surname of Mountbatten) has been prescribed as a surname for
Queen Elizabeth II's direct descendants who do not have royal styles and titles, and has also sometimes
been used when required for those who do have such titles. 10
The Plan to establish a New World Order is depicted in these Murals. It is quickly coming into view in
our time. The world is looking for a new savior; they are looking for a man of unpatrolled evil; an ultimate
enemy that will emerge in the end time and take over the world. He will be a young man who will rise with
supernatural powers to rise to power over the planet. He will set himself as ruler over Jerusalem and claim
to be God. The Jews rejected Jesus Christ and they will receive him and he will come in his own name. He is
the prince who is to come, (Dan. 9:26:), who makes things desolate (Dan. 9:27), the king who does as he

pleases, (Dan. 11:36), a foolish shepherd, (Zech. 11: 15-17), a man of lawlessness, (II Thess. 2,3), a man of
destruction, (II Thess. 2:2,3), the rider on the white horse, (Rev. 6:2), The Beast (Rev. 13-1-9; 17:3, 8).
The Word Antichrist is five times in the New Testament; all in the Epistles of the Apostle John, (I Jn.
2:18, 22; 4:3; II Jn. 7). In John’s letter’s he was primarily interested in doctrinal error of denying the person
of Jesus Christ. The most commonly used, most familiar title for the final world ruler is called the Antichrist;
against Christ! John stated that even in his days false teachers had arisen and were denying Jesus Christ
and deceiving many people, (I Jn. 2:18).

The un panel is the story of the rising of the phoenix god and antichrist
A central feature of the Security Council Chamber is the oil canvas mural painted by the Norwegian
artist Per Krogh. It depicts a phoenix rising from its ashes, as a symbol of the world being rebuilt after the
World War. Above the dark sinister colors at the bottom different images in bright colors symbolizing the
hope for a better future are depicted.
At the top panel-left side, we see a church without a cross and a man dressed in yellow holding a Bible
in his left hand. The color yellow is of the element of air. Yellow rules the solar plexus chakra. (The pagan
god’s name Shu means "he who rises up". As the god of air and a god of light, or of light personified, Shu was
said to make himself manifest in the beams of the Sun by day and in the light of the Moon by night.). [Shu is
the son of Atum-Ra, the husband of the goddess Tefnut and father of Nuit and Geb. It is said that Shu was
created by Ra by way of masturbation. "I had union with my hand, and I embraced my shadow as a wife. I
poured seed into my own mouth and I sent forth from myself issue in the form of the gods Shu and Tefnut."
Egyptian Story of Creation). Shu is the god of the wind, the atmosphere, the space between the heavens and
the earth. He is the Lord of the atmosphere.].11 The missing cross indicates a different bloodless gospel is being
preached without Jesus as the center of the church. The people are bound by ropes and standing in darkness.
Then a woman caged in an invisible box and her soul has been spiritually captured by the puppet
masters. She is a puppet being manipulated by strings and enslaved facing a golden pyramid worshipping the
Egyptian pagan gods. The color blue is of the water element. Blue: Truths, wisdom, protection, inner peace,
loyalty, occult power and expansion. Jupiter rules royal blue- Luck, expansion, abundance, long distance travel,
higher education, legal matters, taxes, (use with green) investments, foundations, prosperity, and opportunity.
Spirituality, summoning Demons, healing, inspiration, devotion, serenity, sincerity and truth, fidelity, inner
peace, knowledge and wisdom, harmony in the home, occult power and expansion. Blue can also be used in
spells, when the color is applied to others and directed for inciting depression, sadness, hopelessness, lack of
sympathy, coldness and gloom.
The left top center panel; consists of trees The trees = the sacred grove; and a man standing at
bookstand preaching gods and goddesses of nature worship, another man is standing behind a podium while
two men are holding a golden arc (perhaps the arc of the Jewish covenant). The Bible says they will build a
new temple and institute its ritualism’s including animal sacrifices, (Dan. 9:27). And Antichrist will make a
Covenant with them but he will stop the sacrifices and offerings at the middle of the week. And Antichrist will
break the Covenant and commit the act which is often called the “the abomination of desolation,” and proclaim
himself god.
The panel at the top right, a royal wedding with an idol on a pedestal, a man playing the violin the Bride
standing in front of a pale white (former) Christian Church building; dressed in white gown and veil and man
is kneeling before figures of idols.
The middle panel to the right you see a red and yellow building with two triangles topped with two
crowns that are separated and a blue flag; all races and nations united under the United Nations blue (the
banner the hold). There is a celebration of the wedding; a blond young girl is leading a parade.
The celebration connects to the middle panel to the left. A flowing blue wedding garland connects to the
left panel; the triangles on the building are now connected together and have the all seeing-eye in the center.
The blond bride is dressed a black top and a red skirt is leading, holding the blue wedding garland with the
grooms hand; he is dressed in a yellow shirt. They are celebrating with the people the new beginning of the
world order. A black man joyously enters the wedding celebration beating a drum that hangs around his neck.

I believe he is the false prophet who will be possessed by the Second Beast in the Book of Revelation that
challenges the people to follow Antichrist.
The panel to the left the bride is dressed in blue is kneeling with her hand stretched down forward; her
body language indicates she has turned her back from her new husband’s philosophy. (Blue: loyalty, occult
power and expansion). The bridegroom is dressed in black, (Black rules over the base chakra, the planet
Saturn, the element of earth and in the original religions, it signified new beginnings. In Satanic alchemy, black
represents the step of void meditation and transformation. Black absorbs, conceals, and creates confusion and
chaos, new beginnings, knowledge of hidden things). The bridegroom has his hands lifted, kneeling before a
man dressed in a British uniform and a golden hat. He is taking his Luciferian Oath to enter into the New Age.
Gold is one of the most powerful of the colors. Satan has a golden aura. Gold is the color of the Sun, and is of
the element of fire. In Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul. Both the colors gold and
white-gold are seen all over in the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and pyramids. Gold is the
color of riches and power. He seems to be taking an oath. The bride has turned her back from her new
husband with outstretched hands perhaps rejecting his actions. (Diana rejected and divorced Prince Charles
after the birth of their son William). She publically disparaged him and claimed that the Queen’s family was
not human.
Far right panel: The room is very dark. The Princess wife behind a table, her attire is white and she is
standing holding a microscope which is bending to the left signifying a liberal viewpoint and genocidalchemical warfare. The bridegroom is sitting at a desk looking at the heavens through a huge telescope and his
finger is pointing to an opened book which indicates he is studying the stars and planets. Their future will be
built upon pseudo-science and worship of the astrological gods and goddesses.
Then the next scene the princely bridegroom is dressed in a red shirt and white pants is releasing the
white horse of the ‘Peace accord’. At the beginning of (Rev. 6:1-2) is the beginning of John’s revelation of the
Tribulation period describes the Antichrist and his overtures of peace under the symbolism of a rider on a
white horse. “And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of thunder,

one of the four beasts saying, come and see. 2 And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him
had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer,” (Rev. 6: 1-2).
Red Shirt represents Communism, strength, creating magical energy for black magick, when used in
black magick; red as opposed to black brings on sudden attacks, bloodshed, violence, and hatred. Red can also
be used to incite wars, anarchy, and cruelty.
The following points about the two Seals on the back of the One Dollar Bill with clarity and precision: 12
1) The two Seals are Egyptian and Luciferian.
2) The two Seals were introduced by Freemasons, in 1782.
3) Masonic President Franklin Roosevelt, aided by his Secretary of Agriculture/Vice President Wallace,
ordered these Seals to be placed on the back of the Dollar Bill in 1935, having been urged on and advised by
the Russian channeler/mystic, Nicolas Roerach.
4) Americans had no idea that the Roosevelt Administration was as controlled by mystic, Black
Magick forces, as it was. Had they known the degree to which Roosevelt was controlled by Black Magick forces,
he would have been forced out of office immediately.
5) Former Satanist, Doc Marquis, reveals that, while in the Illuminati, he was taught that the two Seals
are NOT official seals of the United States, but of the Global Illuminati!
6) Doc Marquis also reveals that these two Seals hide three (3) hexagrams plus a hidden message about
Freemasonry. These hexagrams form a ’666′.
7) We correctly link the symbolism of the All-Seeing Eye of Lucifer hovering over the unfinished pyramid
on the back of the Dollar Bill to the coming prophesied Third Temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem! The
Masons have been steadfastly determined since 1782 to seize control of the Temple Mount so they could
resurrect Solomon’s Temple for use by their Masonic Christ! Since this was the plan in 1782 when the Seals
were created, the Masons made sure that the symbolism of the unfinished pyramid directly tied into their plan
to rebuild Solomon’s Temple. When the Masonic Christ (Antichrist) is planned to be the “Living Stone” to top
off the unfinished pyramid! You will be amazed at this simple, but profound, symbolism leakage and by the

thorough degree to which this plan fulfills Bible prophecy exactly! You will be shocked to realize that the stage
for the fulfillment of this End of the Age prophecy was set all the way back to 1782! 13
Bottom panel: The bottom is the war machine of guns and tanks. The soldier laying down his weapon
"mission complete" while the peasants and old religions are being led into death and great darkness and chaos
comes upon the world. World-wide destruction and On the left side are figures rising out of a pit, with the
uppermost figure, a woman, holding onto a rope held by a male figure outside the pit. In the shadows she is
shown climbing stairs from the underground cities into the New World after the world chaos. Joining the
wedding celebration is the black drummer man dressed in white is dancing; he seems to in an ecstatic mood.
Is he Obama who has led America to fall? A white man that looks like the Communist dictator Lenin is
stepping from the darkness into the celebration. As he steps into the scene of the new beginning, half of his
body and his face are bathed with the sunlight his back side is normal color. His hand is raised and he looks
like the Communist Lenin.
People are climbing out of a dark portal from the earth to enter the new beginning wedding celebration.
Out of chaos darkness they believe that they can create new reality. A tall man is lifting his hat and is standing
amidst war weapons; the great war of the destruction of billions is over. A dark death chamber is shown in the
middle. A golden Phoenix bird has been raised at the center above the bottom panel. He has shed his skin
upon a large rock and is sticking a long sword into the death chamber of the world religions. The phoenix bird
symbolizes Lucifer. Here, he has killed all the religions of the world that have mocked him throughout the
ages; at the left the survivors of the great battle is surrounding the death chamber.
At the right side of the bottom panel; a stream of people who are grey (color of death) are coming to
worship Lucifer. Grey is the color of sorrow. Standing on dark rock is a tall man that is shielding his eyes from
the false light of the New Beginning. A young man with his left hand raised to his forehead (probably touching
his opened third-eye that was taught to him in his school); the sun ray shinning on his face. There is a thin
rope streaming from the bridegroom who is dressed in black and ensnaring the man and boy who indicates his
satanic powers are directed towards them. They living in the Old Age; remember “the Rock” refers to Jesus and
His Church.
The Phoenix has arisen to be god of the world. All purpose, balances the aura as all color emanates from
white light. Energizing, protective, stimulating, inspiring, destroys destructive energies. The Moon rules white.
White rules the third eye, along with indigo and silver.
PHOENIX BIRD IS LUCIFER

The Phoenix Bird is eternally going through a never-ending cycle of life and death and rebirth. A phoenix
is a mythical bird with a colorful plumage and a tail of gold and scarlet (or purple, blue, and green according
to some legends). It has a 500 to 1,000 year life-cycle, near the end of which it builds itself a nest of twigs that
then ignites; both nest and bird burn fiercely and are reduced to ashes, from which a new, young phoenix or
phoenix egg arises, reborn anew to live again. Our bird in this picture is standing no not above his ashes; he is
standing above his old skin.14 Like a snake he has shed his old skin and is revealing himself as god at the
center of the mural. The bird is Lucifer whom they believe that he died and arose to heaven as the Morning
Star. 15 The Phoenix Bird is one of the foremost symbols of the Illuminati, according to Doc
Marquis. Therefore, since Hillary Clinton is wearing this symbol, we can know conclusively that she is an
Illuminist. Further, since this Illuminist lapel pin was worn by two people very close to President Bill Clinton,
we can know for certain that he is an Illuminist, too. [This lapel pin was seen being worn by: Donna Shalala,
Secretary of Health and Human Services and Bettie Currie, Clinton's Personal Secretary, see U.S. News &
World Report, 2/9/98].
FIRE BIRD IS THE PHOENIX (NOT IN THE WORLD ILLUMINATI MURALS)

The Fire bird is Lucifer.

“Therefore rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiter's of the earth
and of the sea, for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth
that he hath but a short time,” (Rev. 12:12).
Lucifer is alive amongst us and the mayhem and chaos we are now experiencing on an
international scale in this of the 21st century is due to the culmination of many millennia of
plotting and planning by this eternal adversary as mentioned in the Holy Scriptures.
LUCIFER IS REAL

He is a paranormal being living on earth in this level of consciousness, existence, or reality.
His power is worked through those who descend directly from his chosen bloodlines and their
puppets. He is causing havoc and chaos in an attempt to seat himself and his representation on
the throne of a World State and to inaugurate a New Religion with himself its sole deity. It
should become obvious that what we are dealing with is Lucifer's rebellion against God.
NEW AGE PROPHETESS

New Age prophetess Helena P. Blavatsky (1831-1891), widely regarded as the high
priestess of the modern New Age Movement. Blavatsky founded the Theosophical Society in
New York in 1875. During her lifetime she established close relations with Freemasonry,
receiving ‘the Certificate of the `Rite of Adoption’` from Mason John Yarker in 1877. Blavatsky's
Theosophy taught arcane "knowledge" (Gnosis), the universal brotherhood of mankind and unity
among all religions with the exception of the monotheistic religions Christianity, Islam, and
Judaism. She insisted that these belief systems could not be reconciled with what she termed
"individual enlightenment."
Blavatsky claimed to have had experience with astral projection and also the ability to
communicate with the spirit world. Her books, `Isis Unveiled` and her three-volume, `The Secret
Doctrine` were supposedly channeled through her by the "Masters of Wisdom," Tibetan `holy
men`, which any Christian, Jew or Muslim should recognize as being synonymous with demons.
She wrote in her book, The Secret Doctrine` "Lucifer represents life, thought, progress,
civilization, liberty, independence. Lucifer is the Logos, the Serpent, the Savior" and "It is Lucifer
who is the God of our planet and the only God", and she continues, "The celestial Virgin which
thus becomes the Mother of Gods and Devils at one and the same time, for she is the ever loving
beneficent deity, but in antiquity and reality, Lucifer or Luciferius is the name. Lucifer is the
divine and terrestrial light, the Holy Ghost and Satan at one and the same time".

NEW AGE RELIGION

When Blavatsky died in 1891, Annie Besant, a militant feminist, co-mason and a member
of the Fabian Socialist Society of England took over the reins of leadership. As a close friend of
George Bernard Shaw, H.G. Wells, and other leading New Age Prophets and Fabians, she was in
an excellent position to disseminate theosophical ideas in some very influential circles. She took
part in revolutionary street riots and wrote numerous occulted works to complement those of
Blavatsky.
After Besant, came Alice Bailey and her husband, Foster Bailey, a 32nd Degree Freemason.
Having assumed the leadership of the Theosophical Society, together they formulated and built
the foundations of what we now refer to as the New Age Movement. They made no effort to
conceal their demonic sympathies and created the `Lucifer Publishing Company that was
located at 666 United Nations, along with the theosophical periodical `Lucifer ‘Acknowledging
that the Christian world, at that time, had not been sufficiently undermined for their open
preference for the satanic religion. They renamed their project the `Lucis Publishing Company`.
In 1922, they set up `Lucis Trust`, which continues to serve as the umbrella organization for a
multitude of One World Government/New Age/Occult sects, cults, organizations and programs
that are the main players in the emerging new world religion. These include the Arcane School,
World Goodwill, Triangles, Lucis Publishing, Lucis Productions, Lucis Trust Libraries, and the New
Group of World Servers. This is the New Age doctrine coming from the United Nations
Organization which was created by David Rockefeller and his followers to create the New World
Order. The United Nations building, located in New York City, was built upon blood soaked
grounds of a former slaughter house for cattle.

Today, the UN has lead the leaders of the world into are into high level witchcraft practices
coupled with pagan god and goddess worship.
SYMBOLS OF THE NEW AGE RELIGIONS

Many New Age gurus, former President Al Gore 16 attempts to merge all faiths into one with
a focus on the earth deity: "The richness and diversity of our religious tradition throughout history
is a spiritual resource long ignored by people of faith, who are often afraid to open their minds to
teachings first offered outside their own system of belief. But the emergence of a civilization in
which knowledge moves freely and almost instantaneously throughout the world has spurred a
renewed investigation of the wisdom distilled by all faiths. This pan-religious perspective may
prove especially important where our global civilization's responsibility for the earth is
concerned." 3 17
“Take heed to thyself, lest thou make a covenant with the inhabitants of the land whither
thou goest, lest it be for a snare in the midst of thee: 13 But ye shall destroy their altars, break
their images, and cut down their groves: 14 For thou shalt worship no other god: for the Lord,
whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God: 15 Lest thou make a covenant with the inhabitants of
the land, and they go a whoring after their gods, and do sacrifice unto their gods, and one call
thee, and thou eat of his sacrifice”, (Exod. 34:12-15).
The world’s cultural problem is separation from God, not from nature. While God told us to
care for the earth, He also warned us against pagan religions. Contrary to the revived myths now
flooding the Western world, nature-worship brings violence and destruction, not peace and
harmony to the land, (Read Deut. 8, 9, 18, and 28.).18
THE LIGHT THAT WAS DARK

Smith, Warren B. (2011-05-16). False Christ Coming: Does Anybody Care? What New Age
Leaders Really Have in Store for America, the Church, and the World 19 HELEN Schucman heard
an “inner voice” that claimed to be “Jesus.” Barbara Marx Hubbard heard an “inner voice” that
claimed to be “Christ.” Benjamin Creme and Wayne Peterson claim to have met the “Christ,” and
both report that he is already here on planet earth. Neale Donald Walsch heard an “inner voice”
that claimed to be “God.” All of these individuals have written down what they experienced and
what they were told in their personal encounters. This information has been published, and
these “new revelations” are now regarded by many as the new “word of God.” As the new “word
of God,” these new revelations directly challenge the authority and reliability of the Holy Bible,
questioning and contradicting almost every major teaching of the “Old Gospel” and presenting a
New Gospel to take its place. As this New Gospel reinterprets the teachings of the Bible’s Jesus
Christ, it actually opposes Him and presents another “Christ” to take His place. This New Gospel
is very powerful and very believable to those with no understanding of the true teachings of the
Bible. 20 AS New Age believers years ago, my wife and I had no reason to doubt any of the “new
revelation” that was coming our way. When we were students of A Course in Miracles in the early
1980s… 21
“To wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their
trespasses unto them; and hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation. Now then we are
ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ's stead, be
ye reconciled to God,” (II Cor. 5:19-20)
“Why do the heathen rage and the people imagine a vain thing? 2 The kings of the earth set
themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the LORD, and against his anointed,
saying, 3 Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us. 4 He that sitteth in
the heavens shall laugh: the LORD shall have them in derision. 5 Then shall he speak unto them in
his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure. 6 Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion.
7 I will declare the decree: the LORD hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten

thee. 8 Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts
of the earth for thy possession. 9 Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them
in pieces like a potter's vessel. 10 Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of
the earth. 11 Serve the LORD with fear, and rejoice with trembling. 12 Kiss the Son, lest he be
angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that
put their trust in him,” (Psa.2).
CENTER OF THE UN MURAL

THE UN CENTER PANEL

Eve receives the evil fruit from the Tree of Knowledge. The sacred marriage of the prince in a temple
ritual and they will become gods. The prince that is dressed in a grey suit; (Grey: Color of Balance; Balances
positive & negative powers.) His pant leg crease turns into a head of a snake. His left hand is close to the
snake’s head and he is making a phallic sign with that hand. He is proposing to a blond hair woman that is
holding a bouquet of roses (marriage will be based upon the knowledge of satanic evil); The rose is the flower
of the goddess Venus but also the blood of Adonis and of Christ. It is the symbol for secrecy. The rose garden
is a symbol of Paradise. It is the place of the mystic marriage. Her right has an extension that reaches to his
heart. The prince is kneeling on one knew, (occult meaning; getting on one knee and proposing to your
girlfriend and getting on both knees when praying to God. When you get on one knee to propose you are
showing her that you submit.
A baby boy at the couple’s feet is sitting with his legs crossed making the number 4 which stands for
Hermes or Jupiter in alchemy. The number four deals with the spiritual realm it represents the elemental

powers of witchcraft working the four corners of the earth and the elements of nature, air, earth, water and
fire; plus there are spirits involved. It’s the powers of the occult that are going to bring together the powers
of the last days. The baby also has his hands crossing his heart which makes and X sign of, relating to, or
dealing with supernatural influences, agencies, or phenomena. 2. Beyond the realm of human
comprehension; inscrutable. 22 Occult Numerology "In Freemasonry is embedded the core or the secret
heart of the occult mysteries, wrapped up on number, metaphor and symbol." 23
"In Freemasonry is embedded the core or the secret heart of the occult mysteries, wrapped up on
number, metaphor and symbol."24
"Numbers are a key to the ancient views of cosmogony ... spiritually as well as physically ... to the
evolution of the present human race; all systems of religious mysticism are based upon numerals.”25
The baby boy is wearing green: Green: Good for beginnings and growth. Venus rules greenAbundance, fertility, success, general good luck, harmony, immortality, generosity, material gain, renewal,
marriage, balance and healing, Money, fertility, abundance, material gain, wealth, healing, communication
with nature spirits, anti-inflammatory. Venus rules green- red is for lust/sex, harmony, financial gain,
earnings increases, social functions, possessions, riches, indulgence, pleasure... Green can also be used for
inciting jealousy, greed, suspicion, resentment, sickness, disease, and disharmony when applied to others
and directed. Green rules the heart.
Another young boy about 13 years old appears in a doorway and is standing behind the prince probably
Prince Charles on a red platform (red is Communist platform. He is ready to enter the world stage to play his
part. He is probably Prince William.
THE PLAN

The `Plan` as revealed by her `Ascended Master` Djwhal Khul is documented in her twenty
four books, which she says were channeled through her by Khul whilst she was in a trance state.
This ‘Plan’`, was to usher in the ‘Harmonic Convergence,’ also known as the Omega, Mind Convergence,
Fusion or Turning Point which can occur only when nations put aside their differences and operate
interdependence in a "New World Order" of global unity. When world government and religion are finally
realized, the New Age, or the Age of Aquarius, will have dawned. Only then will the Avatar appear and the
implementation of the New World Order fully begins. This ‘Christ’ is also known as Lord Maitraya said to be
awaited also by Jews, Moslems, Buddhists, and Hindus; though he is known by these believers respectively as
the Messiah, Imam Mahdi, the fifth Buddha, or Krishna.
Bailey makes it very clear that there is to also be a world religion: "The spirit has gone out of the old
faiths and the true spiritual light is transferring itself into a new form which will manifest on earth eventually
as the New World Religion. Judaism is old, obsolete and distinct and has no true message for the spirituallyminded which cannot be better given by the new faiths. The Christian faith also has served its purpose; its
followers seek to bring a New Gospel and a new message that will enlighten all men everywhere".
When you depart from the firm foundations of God’s Word, then you will fall into the fantasy world of
demons and magic. You cannot replace a belief until you tear down the underpinning of the old. When the
foundations are destroyed, what would the people do?

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject
thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy
children,” (Hos. 4:6).
PRINCE WILLIAM, KATE REGISTER PRINCE GEORGE’S BIRTH
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(Photo credit: Stefan Rousseau/PA/AP Photo)
It’s official. Prince William and Kate Middleton have registered the birth of their son, His
Royal Highness Prince George Alexander Louis of Cambridge. “The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge have formally registered the birth of Prince George,” Kensington Palace said today.
“The Duke of Cambridge signed the birth register at Kensington Palace this morning, witnessed
by a Registrar from Westminster Register Office. “William and Kate’s occupations are listed on
the document as Prince of the United Kingdom and Princess of the United Kingdom,
respectively. Prince George was born July 22 at 4:24 p.m. London time. He weighed 8 pounds, 6
ounces, according to an official announcement from Kensington Palace four hours after the
birth.
PROPHECIES OF AMERICA MURALS OF THE ANTICHRIST

What Is the meaning of the Frescoes? What is the meaning of the birth of Prince George?

This is the first time we have seen him,” says Wiil-I-AM!”

“He’s a big boy, he’s quite heavey and we’re still working on a name. …
WE’VE JUST SEEN HIM FOR THE FIRST TIME!...” 12/27/13… says Prince Will I am
WHAT IS KATE’S BELLY BUMP SHOWING IF THIS BABY WAS JUST BORN?
The world has gotten its much-anticipated first glimpse of Prince William and Kate
Middleton's new royal baby boy. In line with royal tradition, the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge stepped out of the doors of St. Mary's Hospital's Lindo Wing in London today to
pose for photographs amid the wild cheers of the crowd gathered outside.
A radiant Kate held the newborn in her arms. The day-old baby was swaddled in a white blanket and
poked his hand out, as if to greet the world.
Kate wore a baby-blue polka dot dress with her long brown hair flowing around her shoulders.
The new mom then handed the 8-pound, 6-ounce baby boy to his beaming father.
"He's got a good pair of lungs. That's for sure," William told the crowd. "He's a big boy. He's quite
heavy. We're still working on a name, so we'll have that as soon as we can."
"It's the first time we've seen him, really, so we're having a proper chance to catch up," a smiling
William said.
"It's very emotional," Kate said. "It's such a special time. I think any parent will know what this feeling
feels like."
"He's got her looks, thankfully," William joked.
Kate quickly laughed and responded, "No, no, no."
George Birth’s Certificate dated Prince George was born July 22 at 4:24 p.m. London time. He weighed
8 pounds, 6 ounces, according to an official announcement from Kensington Palace four hours after the
birth.
He was called “the sacred child” on one of the youtube reports.
BIRTH ANNOUNCMENT DATE 12 27 2013; 12 27 2013 = Numerology 1+2
=3+2=5+7=12+2==14+0=14+1=15+3=18 or 3 times 6 = 18 666
Two thousand years ago, the Book of Revelation said Satan would produce a KING to rule the world.

This same mural extends over to another mural which depicts all of the children of the world taking
the weapons from each country on earth and giving them to a central figure which is a German boy
who has this iron fist and anvil in his hand that is totally out of proportion to the child's body,
beating the swords into plowshares. I thought, well, this is very odd depicting a German child doing
this. What all this zymology on the airport murals seems to convey is that not only do we have a
Freemason secret society behind this, but that it is a German secret society behind this, working in
the vicinity of this New World Control Center. There is a black African man whose face shows just
above German boy’s head. The African man has a triangle with a dot over the triangle at the center
of his forehead (wizard with world witchcraft powers).He is dressed African style; the neck is circled
with the colors of the rainbow (the SYMBOLISM of rainbows in magic ... and it's corresponding 7
colors have long held occult significance as a very spiritual, hypnotic device.); the outfit is blue. (In
Masonry Blue is the color of the craft lodge. The term Blue Lodge)
[IS THE YOUNG GERMAN BOY WILL-I-AM?]OR HIS SON?
DA: It is interesting when you consider Operation Paperclip wherein all these Nazis were
brought to the United States to be groomed, financed, and basically brought back into power.
AC: Well, I know they're here, because I have seen them along-side the Americans in the more
sensitive areas of the airport. But, these paintings are most disturbing and very unusual."
http://www.anomalies-unlimited.com/Denver/Page3.html

“And he shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat their
swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war anymore,” (Isa. 2:4 ).
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German origin, his mother is Goldsmith, a German Jew. For more information concerning this story,
see:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X51DEDhqdas
THE
MYSTERY OF PRINCE GEORGE’S INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD
Billy Graham was asked the question in his daily column. “I have heard that person will
soon appear in the End times that the Bible calls the Antichrist. Do you think he is alive today?”
Graham answered: “With all that is going on in our world today, many people sense that the end
is near. And Antichrist could soon appear.”

“And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of
thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come and see. 2 And I saw, and behold a white horse:
and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth
conquering, and to conquer. 3 And when he had opened the second seal, I heard the second
beast say, Come and see. 4 And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given
to him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should kill one another: and
there was given unto him a great sword. 5 And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the
third beast say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a
pair of balances in his hand. 6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure
of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see thou hurt not the oil
and the wine,” (Rev. 6 ,6, 6).

THE WOLF ANTICHRIST NOT A PART OF THE BANKING MURALS
Like most elitist art, the frescoes on display at the headquarters of Bank of America, the largest bank
in America, tell a story intended to be decoded by those in the know. The frescoes seem to depict three
stages of world transformation – planning, chaos and achievement – and are color-coded to be analogous
to the three stages of hermetic alchemy: Nigredo (blackness), Albedo (whiteness) and Rubedo
(redness). The frescoes bare many resemblances to the murals of the Denver International Airport, which
also depict progressive phases of a profound transformation of society after a period of intense turmoil.
The first fresco displays a wide array of occult symbols, some directly referring to Freemasonry. This is
quite astonishing as the painting is in the lobby of the headquarters of the United States’ most
predominant bank and not in a Masonic lodge but perhaps there is some overlap. Those who are “in the

know” and initiated to the Mysteries are those who are qualified to accomplishing the planning process,
which in this painting seem to be the men in suits, whose ties match the red and white checker-board floor,
and who make plans for the future generation, represented by the blond Masonic boy.
You might be interested to know that the three major religions of the world all have prophecies
concerning of a towering sinister ruler that rises to power in the latter days. In Islam, the person is called

the Dajjal; in Arabic means ‘the deceiver.” According to the Islamic teaching he will be a young
man with paranormal powers. He will be the incarnation of evil. He will also claim to be god and
gather thousand Jewish followers and make a whirlwind tour of deception and set himself up as the ruler over
Jerusalem. His appearing is the sign of the end times.
The Jews are looking for a Messiah they call Messiah ben David, or the Son of David which they call the
true Messiah.
The Christian believe that the end time Ruler is known by many names. He is known as the “the little
horn,” (Dan. 7:8); a King that is insolent skilled and skilled in intrigue, (8:23); the prince that is to come, (Dan.
9:26); the one who makes desolate, (Dan. 9: 27); the King who does as he pleases, (Dan. 11: 26); a foolish
shepherd; (Zech. 11: 15-17); the man of lawlessness, (II Thess. 2:3); the son of destruction, (II Thess. 2:3); the
rider on the white horse with a bow without arrows, (Rev. 6:2); the man possessed by the Beast, (Rev. 13: 1;9:
17, 3, 8); the most familiar title for the end time ruler is the Antichrist, (I Jn. 2:18).
THE BANK OF AMERICA MURAL REVEALS THE GERMAN BOY, ADDING THREE MORE PEOPLE

THE GERMAN BOY Masonic-Aryan boy is wearing a Nazi overcoat and clicking his heels
together in a Nazi salute. He has a subliminal erect phallic symbol on his right shoulder
signifying governmental power; his clinking boots are Nazi military boots; a grey ley line connects
to the black stairs the lead the black sun; erasing the burning tree, becomes his arm
gesticulating a Nazi salute or Hitler salute was a gesture of greeting in Nazi Germany. Usually,

the person offering the salute would say "Heil Hitler!" (Hail Hitler!), "Heil! If you erase the boy’s
right arm, it becomes clear it becomes a hand saluting the Hail salutation; the bush itself
becomes an arm that is positioned at the boy’s shoulder. It now becomes clear that the boy is
making a Nazi salute. Germany’s governance was described as the "Third Reich" – The Age of
the Holy Ghost. The Fourth Reich (German: Viertes Reich) is a theoretical future successor of the
Third Reich. neo-Nazism, The Fourth Reich is envisioned as featuring Aryan supremacy, antiSemitism, Lebensraum, aggressive militarism and totalitarianism. Prince’s family crest is,
("Order of the Garter" secret society of the Royals in which Prince William is its one-thousandth
member), featuring a Gold Lion in the above mural, [The images of the gold lion are subliminally
embedded in the hair of the boy]; standing on red and white squares is the Masonic magical
floor in the temple. It the altar where the person can communicate with the spiritual world
signifying his governing position of conquering world Communism.
FOUR PEOPLE IN THE MURAL

A the bottom of the mural in the corner, there are four people sitting at table, the
background is gold; (four signifies world, gold indicates wealth) a man dressed in black and
white cuffs (wizard) whose his hand on his chin and wearing a wedding ring on (Hidden hand
(Freemasonry) [back] Symbolism. See: 666 hand sign Fist under chin Presidents) [Bill Clinton?]
dressed in black behind a white; a blond hair woman [Hillary Clinton?] He is her mind controller.
She in a gray suit (grey is death) and white cuffs, () her left arm sleeve creases has a skeleton
head with a mark at the center of its forehead, a grey hand covers half the face of the image,
one eye and it thumb covers its mouth, her hand turns into a snake (divination) is pointing at the
banker, her right hand is signaling an El Diablo They are pointing at the central figure - the
Masonic-Aryan boy wearing a Nazi overcoat and clicking his heels together.. Subliminal are
etched in the creases in the man sitting in the center of the group of four, (four means world
power); in the middle, dressed in a brown suit with very wide lapels, a red a white shirt, blue tie,
a black vest, is pointing toward the German boy in a satanic sign meaning, “this is my territory,
the creases in his sleeve’s creases there is the face of a Oni demon (he collects the dead for
hell). A black man that looks like Obama is sitting at the table with his back to the German boy.
He is dressed in a black suit(black magic), a red tie (When used in black magick, red as opposed
to black brings on sudden attacks, accidents, bloodshed, violence, and hatred. Red can also be
used to incite wars, anarchy, and cruelty. Mars rules red. Red is of the element of fire) and white
shirt (The Moon rules white. White rules the third eye), [Obama?]; he has his right hand on the
shoulder of the banker which turns into a black snake.”
THEY WORSHIP A MASONIC GOD
Abaddon is the name of the deity that Freemasons worship also known as “The Great
Architect of the Universe” and sometimes represented as the All-Seeing Eye. The same deity can
also be associated with Horus or Osiris the Egyptian god and Zeus for the Greeks. 26
Abaddon or Apollyon according to Anchor Bible Dictionary:
APOLLYON. The Greek name, meaning “Destroyer,” given in (Rev. 9:11) for “the angel of
the bottomless pit” (in Hebrew called Abaddon), also identified as the king of the demonic “locusts”
described in (Rev. 9:3-10)… In one manuscript, instead of Apollyon the text reads “Apollo,” the Greek
god of death and pestilence as well as of the sun, music, poetry, crops and herds, and medicine.
Apollyon is no doubt the correct reading. But the name Apollo (Gk Apollon) was often linked in
ancient Greek writings with the verb apollymi or apollyo, “destroy.” From this time of Grotius,

“Apollyon” has often been taken here to be a play on the name Apollo. The locust was an emblem of
this god, who poisoned his victims, and the name “Apollyon” may be used allusively in Revelation to
attack the pagan god and so indirectly the Roman emperor Domitian, who liked to be regarded as
Apollo incarnate.”27

THE BLACK AND GOLDEN WORLD
View Large Image of World Map Wall Mural with young white man standing is standing at
the bottom of the black and golden globe. His arm is pointing at the globe indicating global
surrender to the powers of darkness. His left hand is resting on his black belt forming a left
angle on the square. He has a watch revealing time is over for the old world; the entire world is
under the powers of witchcraft. He is standing on gray surface signifying the Old World has been
conquered. His left foot is forward and the right foot is backward. He is dressed in a white tee
shirt with blue cover his right shoulder, shorts (masonic black and white, blue, tan).

THE WORLD IS DARK
“Take heed therefore that the light which is in thee be not darkness,” (Lk. 11:35).
Smith, Warren B. (2011-05-16). False Christ Coming: Does Anybody Care? What New Age
Leaders Really Have in Store for America, the Church, and the World 28
The Bank of America and the World Bank frescoes are yet another example of the elite’s
agenda being “hidden in plain sight”. These giant images, on display for all to see, but designed
to be understood by few, describe the philosophy of the elite rulers, their occult knowledge and
their plans for the future. As it is the case for all works of art, it is possible to interpret these
paintings on numerous levels and to come up with different conclusions. It is, however, difficult
to ignore the recurrent themes found in the “Sinister Sites” described on The Vigilant Citizen:
prevalent occult symbolism, the heralding of a “new era”, contempt for the profane masses,
celebration of repression and war, etc. When comparing the Bank of America frescoes with the
art of the DIA and the Georgia Guidestones, we can find a definite consistence in their
symbolism, their tone and their message. This leads me to believe that the same group is behind
all of those sites and many more. 29
A Masonic engraving depicting stairs leading from the Masonic floor to the “outside” 30

Prince William's boyhood AP photograph?

Prince’s hand –Phallic sign

WHO IS THE BOY IN THE NAZI OVERCOAT?

He is the same boy found in the Denver Colorado Airport mural wearing a Nazi overcoat but he is older
in this "continuation" mural. Can you see the "subliminal" phallic power image inside the white circle on the
German boy’s shoulder and inside the white circle on Prince William's boyhood AP photograph?
In the Denver mural, the nations of the world turn their national flags and sovereignty over to the boy.
He destroys the weapons of war with a hammer (hammer and sickle) and turns them into plowshares. He is
the world leader who brings peace through communism to the war- -torn-world.
The prophetic murals that are featured at world’s largest International airport and America’s largest
bank, Bank of America express a New World Order Agenda that is hidden in plain sight. The signs that are
made for all to see are only understood by a hidden few. The commissioned murals share common themes, an
apocalypse; a New World Order and a central figure that is a blond hair, blue eyed German boy. 31

Prince William's "Order of the Garter" crest is a gold lion. There is an identifying gold lion designed into
the boy's hair. Look inside the white circle.
William was recently made the 1000th Knight of the Order of the garter which is the parent organization
of Freemasonry. The Black Prince, King Edward III's son, was the first Knight of the Garter. 32

HIS COAT OF ARMS / CREST - THE ORDER OF THE GARTER

Another symbol on Prince Charles' Coat of Arms is that of The Order of the Garter. The
Order of the Garter is the parent organization over Free Masonry, worldwide. When a man
becomes a 33rd Degree Mason, he swears allegiance to that organization, and thereby to Prince
Charles. According to "The 'Morals and Dogma' of the Ancient and Accepted Rite of
Freemasonry" written by Albert Pike (Grand Commander, Sovereign Pontiff of Universal
Freemasonry, July 14, 1889) Lucifer is the GOD of Freemasonry (see page 321 of the 1942
edition). On page 819 you will find just one example of why there are many people in
Freemasonry who believe that it is natural to be a Christian and a Mason. Masonry intentionally
misleads the low degree initiates and hides the truth that the god of Freemasonry is Lucifer,
except to those in the 30th and higher degrees. "The Blue Degrees are but the outer court or
portico of the Temple. Part of the symbols is on display there to the Initiate, but he is
intentionally misled by false interpretations. It is not intended that he shall understand them; but
it is intended that he shall imagine he understands them." Further proof of Lucifer worshipping
amongst Freemason can be seen in how they measure the year. For instance the year 1998 (up
until September) is according to freemasonry the year 5997 AL (that is 5997 anno Lucifer).33

If you turn the picture to the side, you’ll see the name William written in the creases.
Prince William was born on the solstice during a Solar Eclipse - June 21st. On the eve of his
birth, Druids, Witches, and Satanists celebrated around the globe with sex and blood rituals,
human and animal sacrifices, black masses and Satan worship. 34
THE BLACK SUN

And there are also six staircases and a yellow brick road…35 cob’s ladder and a black sun.

On the left of the image are stairs, apparently leading to the heavens, a classic symbol representing the
path to illumination: Illuminati through the mysteries of Masonry. 36
Notice the Black Sun behind the German Boy. The term Black Sun (German Schwarze Sonne), also
referred to as the Sonnenrad (the German for "Sun Wheel"), is a symbol of esoteric and occult significance. has
enslaved sun- worshipping woman in an invisible box. Satan’s hatred for women this is a triumphant victory
he has conquered the women’s Spirit and gages her in the paranormal spiritual box of Sun worship, thus
nullifying, he believes, the Scripture which says in (Gen. 3:15), “And I will put enmity between thee and the
woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.” (Satan is
too late with this stupid plan … the birth of Jesus fulfilled this Scripture)!
The pyramid is capped indicating the New World Plan has been completed. The corner at the bottom of
the page shows a blond woman with a banker that is giving a witchcraft hand sign, which means, “this is our
territory”. The blond woman [looks like Hillary Clinton] is evidently a Jezebel prophetess (her hand is in the
form of a snake that is speaking to the man (banker); a black man the black man has his hand on the banker’s
shoulder and his hand turns into a black snake; perhaps [President Obama]?” His mission is successful. He has
been extremely successful by leading America away from Christianity to the pathway of worshipping strange
gods and following demons of sinful destruction. Also, he destroyed the U. S. Constitution.
MIDDLE FRESCO BANK OF AMERICA

The setting of the second Bank of America mural is an apocalyptic FEMA camp where New
World Order resistors are incarcerated. The back wall and side wall are strung with barbed wire.
Overhead, the Elite are hovering and celebrating like gods, circling free and naked in their wealth
and power. They are separate from the chaos and energized by it while the world population
beneath them is trapped in their net.
Hazmat and Marines carrying rifles are seen in the crowd with the classic Nazi gold eagle
and flags. Blank street signs imply there is nowhere to go. The protest signs are also blank
implying they have no voice.

All races and creeds are caught in the chaotic rule of the jungle including a Catholic Bishop,
a Nun, a handcuffed man. The person wearing hazard protection gear symbolizes a pandemic or
biochemical or nuclear warfare. In the background, industrial burning suggests a crematorium.37
RITUAL SEXUAL MAGIC

Orange is a bold color of material success and worldly
All purpose, balances the aura as all color emanates from white light,

triumph.

White

Color plays an essential role in all forms of ritual magic, meditation and all forms of ritual
practice. Colors are very powerful spiritual, emotional and physical energies which influence all
planes. Colors gain their power as timeless elements of nature which are considered absolutes
i.e. they apply to all entities of all realms. 38

THE ELITEST IN CRAZY SEXUAL DAISY CHAIN UNDER THE POWERS OF THE SUN
The setting of the second Bank of America mural is an apocalyptic FEMA camp where New World
Order resistors are incarcerated. The back wall and side wall are strung with barbed wire. Overhead, the
Elite are hovering and celebrating like gods, circling free and naked in their wealth and power. They are
separate from the chaos and energized by it while the world population beneath them is trapped in their
net. Hazmat and Marines carrying rifles are seen in the crowd with the classic Nazi gold eagle and flags
(red, gold and blue with the Pheonix bird in the front, UN Flags). Blank street signs imply there is nowhere
to go. The protest signs are also blank implying they have no voice. All races and creeds are caught in the
chaotic rule of the jungle including a Catholic Bishop, a Nun, a handcuffed man. The person wearing hazard
protection gear symbolizes a pandemic or biochemical or nuclear warfare. In the background, industrial
burning suggests a crematorium. 39

BANK OF AMERICA MURAL OF THE ENDING WAR

You see the elite swirling in a sexual daisy chain of sexual ritualistic magic, nude perversion
while chaos is happening below. We see the barb-wire fence enclosing a Femma Camp and a
huge crematorium. A black man (Obama)wearing a wrist watch in a blue suit and dark blue
pants is standing behind a partition his arms stretched out and a list hanging on the board. We
see armed men with guns and the people protesting with sticks weapons, blank signs; they no
longer have power and a voice. The military soldier is pushing the people with rifles. A man in a
biohazard suit his uplifted arm makes a V which means six (six is the number of man); the plan
for government tyrant in their plan.
The middle fresco, Chaos/Creativity and the elite’s perverse sex; depicts a turbulent transitional period.
Many details within the painting describe this profound turmoil, which seem to be affecting all part of society
and civilization. We find military and religious figures, the nun does not seem very pleased either; people
protesting and much more. Barb wires, nets and soldiers on the streets tell the viewers that this period of
turmoil is also one of oppression. Bob-wire represents tyranny oppression and Fema Camps. The black man
standing with his arms extended as though crucified against a divider protection and an ‘Executive Death
Order hanging’ OBAMA?

SECOND FRESCO

In the second fresco, civil unrest, riots, protests and repression are all taking place.
Historically, the masses only usually go into an outright revolt when their living conditions
deteriorate significantly or when hugely unpopular policies get adopted. Does this piece refer to
the loss of civil liberties and the rise of a police state? There is also a metaphysical aspect to the
image, represented by the spinning naked bodies that appear as the sun, implying that the
period turmoil is also happening on a cosmic level.

At the left of the painting is a black gloved hand pointing a robot in a biohazard suit, hinting to some
kind of chemical or nuclear warfare. A black man’s (Obama) arm is extended revealing a blue shirt. The color
blue: Truths, wisdom, protection, inner peace, loyalty, occult power and expansion. Jupiter rules royal blueLuck, expansion, abundance, long distance travel, higher education, legal matters, taxes, (use with green)
investments, foundations, prosperity, and opportunity. Spirituality, summoning Demons, healing, inspiration,
devotion, serenity, sincerity and truth, fidelity, inner peace, knowledge and wisdom, harmony in the home,
occult power and expansion. Blue can also be used in spells, when the color is applied to others and directed
for inciting depression, sadness, hopelessness, lack of sympathy, coldness and gloom. 40
A PROPHET IS BORN

UNHOLY OCCULT BLACK BABY CRYSTALS AND GEMSTONES MYTH & MAGIC
A woman holding a bible and another black sleeve with a white hand on the Bible; (Presidential
Oath; The Clintons?) A red polka dot scarf (MIND CONTROL) links to the black baby with a black

head covering with halo of multicolored stones surrounding his head (Crystals & Gemstones, Magic)
and a white grown; the white mother with a white blond German woman with a white head covering; a
chain around her neck and gold ear ring; dressed in blue and a rose cover her that has two leaves (two
children). Left, is another child, black hair dressed light blue dress (blue Masonic)? The Masonic
controlled (dark blue dress) mother is standing along- side the young German boy who has his raised
getting ready. The woman in red dress with the rings and bangles, (MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT,
THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH).wicked religious system of the
world; her right hand is on the German’s boy’s shoulder, he woman hand dressed in red is covering a
jet black hand of a Beast. Her right hand is on his elbow; his hand on the plow sword, fingers blue and
the back of his hand is black. The harlot woman is releasing a black force.
Stanley Ann Dunham (November 29, 1942 – November 7, 1995), supposedly the mother of
Barack Obama, the 44th President of the United States, was an American anthropologist who
specialized in economic anthropology and rural development. Dunham was known as Stanley Dunham
through high school, then as Ann Dunham, Ann Obama, Ann Soetoro, Ann Sutoro (after her second
divorce), and finally as Ann Dunham.[1] Born in Wichita, Kansas, Dunham spent her childhood in
California, Oklahoma, Texas and Kansas, her teenage years in Mercer Island, Washington, and most of
her adult life in Hawaii and Indonesia.[2] 41
MURAL OF THE DEATH OF THE OLD WORLD
to crush the sword and plow shear of war. They believe they will have a world peach for 1,000 years

This mural of the DIA portrays a militaristic figure wearing a gas mask and oppressing an endless line of
sad people. Chemical warfare, military repression, dead babies … what is there not to like about this image?
SEE:…http://miracleinternetchurch.com/audio/newsletters/WORLD%20POWERS%20%20OCCULT%20WORSHIP%20ANTICHRIST%20SHALL%20COME%2010-23-09.pdf
WORLD MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

WORLD BANK MURALS
The World Bank continues bone chilling murals describing the satanic prophecies of the
apocalyptic story of humanity's future in pictures.Painted by Benjamin Long, the paintings are
said to revolve around the themes of “making/building, chaos/creativity, and
planning/knowledge in a “daring blend of abstract and realism, set off with touches of gold
Read more at http://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/analysis-of-the-occult-symbols-foundon-the-bank-of-america-murals/#Vuw7v063WXVBUYMD.99
The last fresco gives a sense of “mission accomplished”, with the dominant figure surveying
the work, while also conveying the message that “the work is never totally done” as labourers
are still hard at work in the underground. This is reminiscent of the movie Metropolis, where a
class of workers silently slave away underground to sustain the elite’s utopia. I also can’t help
but being reminded of the 33 Chilean miners while looking at those workers …42

MAKING/BUILDING
The fresco on the left is said to focus on the theme of “Making/Building“. A sleeping Giant
is buried on the side of the mountain (color orange, (The Sun rules orange. Orange rules the
creative/and is of the element of fire.) (in the Bible, mountains are symbolic of kingdoms).Two
men are digging in the ground, (more about this later). The seven workers hold a shovel straight
up. Seven is the number of completion. Seven contains the number three of the heavens and
soul with the number four of the earth and body. The Pythagoreans called the number seven
“the Septad”. The seven colors of the rainbow. Isaac Newton identified the seven colors of the
rainbow as red, orange, yellow, and green, blue. There are seven notes to the diatonic scale.43
The main figure of the fresco is a worker holding a shovel, contemplating the work done. Eight
symbolizes a new beginning; abundance and power. One worker holds a pick up.
A red cloud separates the supervisor from the eight; he is holding his gold shovel up,
dressed in two shades of blue. His right arm is bending to his waist which makes a triangle. We
see the colors blue and gold repeatedly in Masonic paraphernalia such as gold
Read more: http://www.masonic-lodge-of-education.com/masonic-blue.html#ixzz2qGAjuwpb
The Pythagoreans called the number eight “Ogdoad” and considered it the “little holy
number. The eighth day of the Chinese New Year is the day for the annual gathering of all the
gods in Heaven. The eighth man in his back pocket is a red piece of cloth, a symbolic detail in
the context of this image. There is indeed a great emphasis on the color red in this fresco, which,
as mentioned above, is the also the color associated with the final step of the alchemical
Magnum Opus: Rubedo, the “Red Work”. At a distance, a man is standing with his hands lifted in
praise; another man is sitting in a red boat.
The ultimate goal of alchemy is a process known as the great work, or the magnum opus in
Latin. This involves spiritual transformation, involving the shedding of impurities, the joining of
opposites, and the refinement of materials. Exactly what the end result of this profound

transformation varies from author to author: self-realization, communion with divinity, fulfillment
of purpose, and so forth.
Indeed, part of the transformation may involve better understanding what the end goal
even is. After all, it is accepted that few if any alchemists have ever reached their goal. The
pursuit of the goal is every bit as important as the goal itself. 44
Final step of the alchemical Magnum Opus: Rubedo, the “Red Work”.

(The above illustration is NOT A PART OF THE SERIES OF MURALS) [In occult teachings,
alchemical transformation can happen on numerous levels: a material level, where crude metals
are transmuted to pure gold, but also on a spiritual and philosophical level, where the profane
man becomes a “regenerated man”. In secret-society lore, the entire world is considered to be
the subject of alchemical transformation; it is said to be an imperfect plane needing to be
“transmuted into gold” in order to mirror the heavens, in accordance with the hermetic axiom
“As Above, So Below”. Is a New World Order the “Great Work” of the occult elite? 45

SLEEPING GIANT MURAL WORKERS DIGGING

MASONIC “MAKING/BUILDING”

The Orange Sleeping Giant Represents the visible Christian Church. He is sleeping on the side of the
mountain; (the Kingdom of God). His hand is covering half of his eye. The Sleeping Giant has a subliminal
sheep figure etched in the folds of his garment. Orange: The opposite of blue and is the combination of the
energies of yellow and red. Orange is a bold color of material success and worldly triumph. Orange is victory,
a champion. Orange is bold yet not impetuous. By nature orange is pervaded by positive feelings and good
cheer.
The red fez hat is lying on its side with the letters “E Q” (Equinox high day,
An equinox occurs twice a year (around 20 March and 22 September), when
the plane of the Earth's equator passes the center of the Sun) by two
Masonic workers bending over doing the ground-work’ of existence; digging,
looking for the Philosopher's Stone, a magical stone which contain the
secrets of eternal life and turn men into gods. They are searching for the
Philosopher's Stone, a magical stone which contain the secrets of eternal life;
the wizard’s sorcery cam draw an elixir of life can be extracted; the Masonic
alchemist the ability to transform base metals into the noble metals (gold or
silver); and development of an elixir of life, which would confer youth and
longevity.
Alchemy differs significantly from modern science in its inclusion of Hermetic principles and practices
related to mythology, magic, religion, and spirituality. It is recognized as a protoscience that contributed to the
development of modern chemistry and medicine. Alchemists developed a structure of basic laboratory
techniques, theory, terminology, and experimental method, some of which is still in use today. 46
The workers that are digging beneath the ground represent Masonic Master Builders who are searching
for the magical stone for the secret of eternal life. One worker is dressed in black with a black hat (satanic
priest craft wizardry colors) while the other worker has on a white hat, red shirt and black pants (Masonic
colors); (THE MASONIC GREAT WORK OR MAGNUM OPUS) and shows even more 'evils of Freemasonry
points to the red fez worn by North American Masons who are members of the Shrine. Because of their choice
of headgear, Shriners are supposedly 'worshipping Satan’; also work of completion happens in U.S.
Where does this charge originate? Anti-Masons have fabricated a story that in the 8th century, Muslim
hoards overran the city of Fez in Morocco and butchered 50,000 Christians - and that the streets ran red with
blood. The claim further states that the murderers dipped their caps in the blood to honor Allah and that the
blood-stained caps were called 'fezzes' and became idols dedicated to Satan. 47
THE YOUNG KING AMIDST MASONIC SYMBOLIC IMAGINRY

The German boy shown in the American Bank fresco is the same blond-blue-eyed- boy as shown in
Denver murals; he is standing on red and white squares signifying Conquering Communism; The Masonic
Third Degree Ritual, “The checkered square pavement is a magical floor for the High Priest to stand upon
when is doing his magical rituals and talking to the spirits. “Now it is not merely the Jewish High Priest of
centuries ago that is referred to here, but also each individual member of the Craft.

THE KING ARRIVES AT HIS TEMPLE
Babylonian messiah figure (anti-Christ) in his temple is STANDING ON RED AND BLACK TILES ~MAGICAL
POWERS

For every Mason is intended to be the High Priest of his own personal temple and to make of it a place
where he and Deity may meet by the mere fact of being in this dualistic world every living being. Whether a
Mason or not, walks upon the square pavement of mingled good and evil in every action of his life, so that the
floor-cloth is the symbol of an elementary philosophical truth common to us all. But, for us, the words “walk
upon” imply much more than that. They mean that he who aspires to be master of his fate and captain of his
soul must walk upon these opposites in the sense of transcending and dominating them, of trampling upon his
lower sensual nature and keeping it beneath his feet in subjection and control. He must become able to rise
above the motley of good and evil, to be superior and indifferent to the ups and downs of fortune, the
attractions and fears governing ordinary men and swaying their thoughts and actions this way or that. His
object is the development of his innate spiritual potencies, and it is impossible that these should develop so
long as he is over-ruled by his material tendencies and the fluctuating emotions of pleasure and pain that they
give birth to. It is by rising superior to these and attaining serenity and mental equilibrium under any
circumstances in which for the moment he may be placed, that a Mason truly “walks upon” ‘the chequered
ground-work’ of existence and the conflicting tendencies of his more material nature.” 6 Some claim that the
mosaic pavement serves as a “magical circle” to be used in inter-dimensional travel and communication; A
checkerboard pattern leading to Dr. Parnassus’ “magic mirror”, a gateway to the spiritual plane The deeper
meaning of the mosaic is therefore said to transcend the limits of the material realm. 48 49
Colors have many meanings and properties in witchcraft; each color with its own
symbolization and connection to other events and happenings in our daily lives. The murals are
has code/cypher a secret method of writing, as by code or writing done by such a method; a
50
coded message.
The black steps (Color. Black absorbs, conceals, and creates confusion and chaos, new beginnings,
knowledge of hidden things, the container of light, one of the most powerful; use of black for self-control,
endurance, and patience. Black is also a good color to use to bring discord and confusion to enemies. It can be
used also for protection, binding negative forces, breaking up obstacles and blocks, reversing and breaking up
negative thought forms. Best when applied to others.) at the edge of the mural, left side signifies the building
of the New Tower of Babel to reach the gods of the stars, black sun god.

The color of the background of the mural is golden (Gold is one of the most powerful of the colors.
Satan has a golden aura. Gold is the color of the Sun, and is of the element of fire. In Satanic alchemy,
gold represents the perfection of the soul. Both the colors gold and white-gold are seen all over in the
Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and pyramids. Gold is the color of riches and power.)
The brown stairs represent the earth whose foundation is being built on the powers of satanic worship.
The woman caged in an invisible box is a puppet to the New World that is being manipulated by the
puppet masters; she wears a brown dress and the invisible box is sitting on a dark green carpet. A halo
surrounds her head; she is wearing a black top and a brown skirt. She faces a golden capped pyramid
which is half golden (In Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul) and half gray
(Death); The Pyramid holds the Keys of world Governance. The girl in the mural has black hair and is
wearing a black dress, her skirt is gold and she has her back turned from the German boy. She is
worshipping the Pyramid Kalabsha: Nubian god Mandulis, Temple Karnak, god Amon Fertility; the Sun
god Ra, Isis, Osiris, Anubis. The girl is lifted off the ground in the satanic ecstasy. A man is sitting on
gray ground. His hands are praying; his hat is red, red shirt (red, creating magickal energy for black
magick,) and blue pants; (occult power and expansion. Jupiter rules royal blue) sitting by the burning
tree (His legs are arched making the top angle of a triangle). (The Mine craft Burning Tree Secret Door!
A tree is set on fire, as the tree burns, a piston door opens (metal door)!) After the tree has burned to
the ground, (no Redstone or any pistons are visible!) Redstone is used for crafting and brewing, and can
be placed on the ground as Redstone dust – a flat transparent block which can transmit Redstone power.
The Golden Pyramid represents the Order of the Golden Dawn and Combinations of the Squares of the
Tablets. They are the Sphynx and the Pyramid of Egypt; that is, the combination of the Kerubs being the
Sphynx; the combination of the Elements being the Pyramid.
THE GREAT WORK OR MAGNUM OPUS
WHITE~ BLACK ~ RED

“As Above, So Below”; Is a New World Order the “Great Work”
Allegories
Complex philosophical beliefs are often communicated through allegory. The Greek philosopher Plato is
famous for repeatedly using allegory in his works.
Plato believed that ultimate reality was very different from what most people perceived as reality, which
was actually a false, misleading and corrupt version of true reality. He compared this corrupt reality to what
people would see if they were chained facing a wall in a cave: flickering shadows. He then compares
understanding of the ultimate reality with, first, understanding that the shadows were actually formed from
fire and objects moving in front of it, and, second, getting out of the cave and seeing the rest of the world.
This still doesn't tell you what the ultimate reality is, but it does give you a sense of how much more complex
it is than mundane reality and how poorly Plato feels about the average person's perception of the world.
The main reason Plato uses allegories is because his topics are highly complex and abstract. He can't
simply describe the ultimate reality. (Not only is it indescribable, but even Plato himself would not even be
able to fully understand it, although he thought he understood much more of it than the average person.) He
can, however, compare his ideas with less abstract examples, allowing readers to begin to grasp basic meaning
and then add to that learning through continued study.
Alchemy works similarly. Processes and outcomes are rich with allegory, compared to animals, people,
objects, pagan deities and more. Imagery is common, producing rich images that appear random and bizarre
to the untrained eye. 51
Chemistry
Alchemy is most commonly described in chemical terms, and alchemists were also frequently chemists.
The common concept of turning lead into gold is about refining the coarse and common into the rare and the
perfect, for example.
Nigredo, Albedo and Rubedo
Alchemists write of many, many processes involved in the great work. Moreover, different alchemists
have different views on the subject, as is always the case in esoteric studies. However, generally speaking, we
can summarize things into three great stages, particularly when working from materials from around the 16th
century, when a great amount of alchemical material was being produced.
Nigredo, or blackening, is decomposition and reduction. This process breaks complex things back down
to its most basic components.
Albedo, or whitening, is a purification process which leaves the alchemists with only the purest essences
which to work. The process of nigredo and albedo is a cycle potentially performed many times as the self is
broken down and purified again and again. These essences are ultimately reduced to two opposites, often
described as the red king and the white queen.
The rubedo, or reddening stage is when true transformation occurs: the revelations previously uncovered
is brought to reality, and a true union of opposites occurs, manifesting in a truly united being ultimately aware
of and in harmony with all aspects of itself. The final result of this is the rebis, described as a spiritual
hermaphrodite and often depicted as a two-headed being.52
THE YELLOW AND WHITE NAZI GOLD EAGLE FLAGS AND GOLDEN SHOVELS

Yellow: Androgynous, yellow is the Child, the color of intellect and learning of meditation. Yellow can
give and take, can act immediately or wait according to the circumstances. Yellow is the color of artistic
expression. The nature of yellow is best represented by the pathway of golden light reflected from the rising
Sun on the surface of a tranquil sea.
White: Spiritually white is the color of spiritual radiance that shines forth from the center of self and
from the face of the All. White is clear and transparent, encompassing the attributes of all colors and none.

White is pure and like pure water has no flavor, yet pervades all things. White is the spirit of the unmanifest,
that which is everywhere and nowhere promoting seeing yet it is unseen. Perception of white invokes senses of
creation, all things and white returns all things to this state.
White is frequently seen in traditional ritual magic to represent the force of divinity, unknown or divine
intervention and invokes the energy of purity and creation to the intention of the ritual.
Golden: Change, People carry occult symbols inscribed on pins, crosses and medallions to help them fare
better in life. Successful gamblers employ the use of occult symbols to beat the house. Could it be that occult
symbols have the power to alter fate and enhance your life?
At www.angelcoin.com, we believe so. After studying occult symbols as diverse as those found on
Buddhist prayer wheels and Chinese gold coins, the occult symbols we discovered to be the most powerful are
those inscribed on the legendary Lucky Angel Coins.
The Lucky Angel Coins' use of occult symbols began in France over 200 years ago when one of the coins
actually saved the life of the Angel Coin's designer, Augustine Dupre. They have been used as guiding occult
symbols ever since.
For instance, Napoleon kept the coin's occult symbols with him. French pilots during WWI also carried it
for protection. And French fisherman would never venture to the sea without these occult symbols. Hermann
Goering, Hitler's evil henchman, feared the power of the Lucky Angel Coins' occult symbols so much that he
buried hundreds of thousands of them in an undisclosed location, taking these special coins with their occult
symbols permanently out of circulation.
However we now have exact replicas of these remarkable occult symbols. These occult symbols are so
powerful we actually GUARANTEE they will change your life. But first, you must know the secret behind their
power.
MASON WORKER VICTORIOUSLY STANDING A TOP OF RED CLOUD~ JOB COMPLETION

The group is divided and enclosed by a red cloud a man in a striped shirt a red bandana tied around his
head, (Wizards of Waverly Place Striped shirts (triggers for Multiple Personalities/duality) They talk about
goblins (occult), the Sun symbol (Sun Worship) and the goat).Another man leader has a red neckerchief tied
are his head; and wearing trimmed in blue a brown shirt (earth color). Behind him, is a man holding a golden
shovel that has a red and blue hat and a red jacket looking back over his shoulder at the other; the group is
holding three golden shovels (This symbol a triad or trinity. It is a symbol of the unity of body, mind and
spirit. The symbol is of universal significance). and one golden pick (the golden pick was used to unearth the
Philosopher's Stone). The other leader has a blue hate and a golden shirt red gloves; they held four golden
shovels signifying the four corners of the world. A brown gloved hand is holding a wrench (A wrench is a tool
used to provide grip and mechanical advantage in applying torque to turn objects—usually rotary fasteners,
such as nuts and bolts—or keep them from turning.).(Brown is the color of the earth and is associated with
the material side of life), the arm show a red shirt and blue jacket, the man has a red cap.

WORLD BANK OF ENGLAND

BANK OF ENGLAND ROYAL COUPLE MURAL THE CHOSEN ONES ~ KATE AND WILL-I-AM

WORLD BANK `~ YOUNG BLOND PRINCE~
The World Bank Mural: Dreaming of a World Free of Poverty, a 2003 has a black triangle over his head
meaning world occult power.

DREAMING OF A WORLD FREE OF POVERTY

COMISSIONED BY BARCLAY BANK ARTISE IS TONY PHILIPS
The black magic gods and goddess (CUP The STATUE OF LIBERTY IDOL was
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presented to the ... nothing was said of its true identity, namely, Queen Simiramis, Isis, )
and the Angel in the Whirlwind arrival (http://www.amazon.com/Angel-Whirlwind-MetatronPat-Holliday-ebook/dp/B00EVPPDES 54); the slaves; Catholicism and Idolatry; the Protestants
arrive Plymouth Rock preaching the Word; The British General orchestrating revolutionary
war;

GERMAN BOY BREAKS THE SWORD OF WAR ~ WORLD PEACE NEW ORDER

An African black man’s head is over and seems connected to the blond boy with an open all seeing eye,
The Eye of Providence (or the all-seeing eye of God) is a symbol showing an eye often surrounded by rays of
light or a glory and usually enclosed by a triangle. The German boy’s hand seems to have an extension on of
another arm supernaturally holding the Hammer to crush the Sword of War, the boy’s hands are blue and do
not look human. Blue color means: A black robed hand and a woman’s hand is hold The hilt.
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WE SEE SPIRITUAL WORLD DOMINATION AND CONTROL HERE

“And many people shall go and say, Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,
to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths:
for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.
4 And he shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat
their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.
5 O house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk in the light of the Lord,” (Isa. 2:3-5).
GOD IS CALLING THE JACOBNITES TO REPENTANCE AND ENTER INTO HIS GRACE!

“For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, Teaching us that,
denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this
present world,” (Tit. 2:11-12), WHILE THERE IS STILL TIME.
Jacobitism (/dʒeɪˈkɒbaɪtɪsm/; Irish: Seacaibíteachas, Scottish Gaelic: Seumasachas) was
the political movement in Great Britain and Ireland to restore the Roman Catholic Stuart King
James II of England and his heirs to the thrones of England, Scotland and Ireland. The movement
took its name from Jacobus, the Latinised form of James, and refers to a long series of Jacobite
risings between 1688 and 1746. After James II was deposed in 1688 and replaced by his
daughter Mary II, ruling jointly with her husband and first cousin (James's nephew) William III,
the Stuarts lived in exile, occasionally attempting to regain the throne. The strongholds of
Jacobitism were the Scottish Highlands, Ireland and Northern England. Significant support also
existed in Wales and South-West England. The Jacobites believed that parliamentary
interference with monarchical succession was illegal. Catholics also hoped the Stuarts would
end recusancy. In Scotland, the Jacobite cause became entangled in the last throes of the
warrior clan system. The emblem of the Jacobites is the White Cockade. White Rose Day is
celebrated on 10 June, the anniversary of the birth of the Old Pretender in 1688.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkvQUdqIK6Y
Rabbi Yitzchak Kaduri reveals the secret name of Messiah
IT IS REPORTED THAT ARIEL SHARON He died http://news.yahoo.com/israel-39-former-primeminister-sharon-dies-85-132522631.html
bbi Yitzhak Kaduri's AMAZING End Times PROPHECY of Ariel Sharon!

THE END BEGINS OUT OF THE SEA - GOD OF THIS WORLD

The Apostle John stood on the sands of the sea and saw a vision of the spirit of Abbadon, the Beast arise
from the Sea. Soon this Beast will rise to possess the body of the Antichrist. He has been prepared to receive
this spirit as shone in (I Jn. 2:18), it is the last time the Antichrist shall come. In (II Thess. 2: 1-4), we see the
day of Jesus coming shall not come until the man of sin be revealed. He will be an evil man whose coming is
after (according to the working) of Satan. In (Dan. 8:23), “in the latter time… a king of fierce countenance …
shall stand up.”
Antichrist will be an intellectual man of high caliber but thoroughly confused by demonic
power.
He will be the ultimate political ruler who arises to power speaking peaceful solutions to
serious unsolvable problems by promising a new world utopia but he will actually do the work of
Satan. He will appear the diplomat - a peacemaker and perfect gentleman, while ruling with an
iron hand. Nevertheless, he possesses all the evil aspects of Mephistopheles, corrupt, satanic,
and doomed. His goal is to achieve the mental-spiritual enslavement of the world to force its
worship to him.
AND THE ENTIRE WORLD WILL FOLLOW HIM

“And all the world wondered after the beast,” (Rev. 13:3). Antichrist assume sovereign rule
over the world empire. He will become Satan’s god/man, just as Jesus Christ is the Father’s
God/man.
His
subjects
will
be
classless people whose names
will be replaced by numbers. It is
interesting to note here that the
Bible does not show Satan as
possessing the Antichrist but
Abbadon as possessing the
“god/man. However, Satan is
revealed as giving his power to
Abbadon (the first beast). Satan
gives his power to the 2nd Beast
as well to draw worship to Satan
and Antichrist. Here

Rev. 13:15-18
They worship the Antichrist
Rev. 13:8

Satan is imitating Father
Who sits on His Throne in
heaven. Satan will sit on his
throne in the Abyss (hell thought
of as a bottomless pit) during
these terrible times, ruling with
the words of his mouth. Abbadon
will rule the world through the
controlled puppet man of

perdition.
Antichrist is a name taken from (I and II Jn.). In Daniel he is called the little horn and the
vile person; in (II Thess.) as the Son of Perdition; and in (Rev.) as the Beast out of the sea.

“Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall
come, even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last
time,” (I Jn. 2:18).
“Who is a liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist,
that denieth the Father and the Son,” (I Jn. 2:22).

THIS PAINTING IS NOT PART OF THE MURALS

“And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is
not of God: and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it
should come; and even now already is it in the world,” (I Jn.2: 4:3). “For many
deceivers are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come
in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an antichrist,” (II Jn. 1-7). Christians refuse to try to
understand the eternal struggle between cosmic good and evil, darkness and light that has progressed
throughout the ages. The apocalyptical One World Government and New Universal Religion will soon
step upon the world's stage revealing a despotic panorama of the future of a new world. People will be
rigidly controlled by demonic power and big brother. This world monstrosity will appear to play out

the final tragedies of Biblical prophecies concerning the extinction of personal and religious freedom.
“The dragon (Satan) which gave power unto the Beast (Abbadon)… (Rev. 13: 7).

“Neither shall he regard the God of his father,” (Rev.11:37); “Neither shall he
regard… desire of women,” (Rev.11:37). “Neither shall he regard …. Any god,”
Rev.11:37). He shall sign a covenant (with Israel) for one week, (seven years). The Holy Covenant
(It’s a religious pact).(Dan. 11:30b). He breaks the Covenant and daily sacrifice (Jewish worship) is
stopped, (Dan. 8:11-12), “by him (the Antichrist) the daily sacrifice was taken away.” In

shall he cause the
sacrifice to cease. (Dan.11: 31), take away the daily sacrifice; place the abomination that maketh
desolate. In (II Thess. 2:4), “He, (the Antichrist) sitteth in the temple of God.” He proclaims
himself God! The Tribulation begins (Dan. 12:1; Matt. 24: 15-21; Matt. 24:22). Antichrist
blasphemes God, says he is God, (Dan. 7:2; II Thess. 2: 3b, 4; Rev. 13:6). Much of the world
worships him, (Rev. 13: 8: Rev. 13: 14;) he does great signs and wonders and deceives the
people.
the midst of the week [after three and ½ years of the seven-year Covenant,]

“In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not,
lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine
unto them. 5 For we preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the Lord; and ourselves
your servants for Jesus' sake,” (II Cor. 4:4-5).56
MARK OF THE BEAST

This coming world demagogical system must appeal to the spiritual wishes of the masses and the
prophesied anti-Christian leader that will bring his own mystical, universal religion which is a Harlot
Church called the Mystery of Babylon complete with its false prophet and false god. As a baby
Christian, the author remembers in the Lord asking Him what was the meaning of (Rev. 17:5), “And

upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.” 57
SPIRITS FROM THE SEA

Christians that only see the world through eyes of the five senses will miss the significance of the
supernatural organization of the world these times. The description concludes with the word that over
these creatures is the angel of the abyss, called in Hebrew, Abaddon, and in the Greek, Apollyon, and
the latter meaning "destroyer." In the Septuagint the word carries this idea in (Job 26:2; 28:22; Prov.
15:11); another form is the word translated "destruction" in (Matt. 7:13), and "destroy" in (II Thess.
2:8).9
REFUSING TO CONVERT

Christians all over the world are now coming under increasing persecution. And more is coming in the
days ahead just as Jesus and the Bible warns us. Christians have been killed in Syria for refusing to
renounce Christ. They have had their throats slit gruesomely for refusing to convert. They have been
tortured, burned and raped in Egypt. They have been bombed and maimed in Pakistan. A child has
been kidnapped and killed in India because the parents refused to renounce Christ. They have been
kicked out a TV station for airing their beliefs and exercising their right to free speech in the US. Yet
they have not changed their mind or beliefs. This is what sets us apart. Jesus said, "Remember

the
word that I said unto you, the servant is not greater than his lord. If they have

persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have kept my saying, they will
keep yours also. But all these things will they do unto you for my name's sake,
because they know not him that sent me." Gospel of (Jn. 15:20-21), New Testament Bible.
These three spirits that John saw represent lying, deceiving, seducing demon spirits that are going

“For they are the spirits of devils,
working miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole
world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty,” (Rev. 16:14).
to be released by Satan, the Beast, and the False Prophet,

This Scripture reveals the true source of the Powers of Darkness that will control those demons.

And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was
Death, and Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth
part of the earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the
beasts of the earth. 9 And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar
the souls of them that were slain for the word of God, and for the testimony which
they held: 10 And they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord, holy and
true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth,”
(Rev. 6:8-10)?
The Spirit of God revealed to John in a vision that in the last days, demon spirits would be
released upon the earth which would go forth to deceive the world. (Rev. 16:13-14), “And I saw three
unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast,
and out of the mouth of the false prophet,” This unholy diabolical trinity, the spiritual demons
hierarchy of control of the world.
UNIVERSAL RELIGION OUT OF THE SEA

John identified this man coming to power where in the same region all prior world empires previously
existed. This Beast and his Kingdom are the ultimate expression of all previous human kingdoms,
such as a leopard (Grecian), Bear (Media-Persians), lion (Babylon). The last great kingdom in this
dream embodies all the viciousness, wealth, paganism, lust greed, filth of poverty, past and present of
the Babylonians, Media Persians, Grecian, and Romans. . . . all under the control of the ultimate
demonic spirit called Beast named Abaddon.
MAN OF PERDITION

This refers to a man so vile that he has the title “blasphemy.” He will be a puppet that is
carefully molded with the mind and hands of Satan. Many Bible teachers are struggling to identify the
man of perdition but they do not correctly perceive the demonic spirit that will drive this evil man.
THE NAME OF JESUS

“Far above all rule
and authority, power and dominion, and every title that can be given, not only in
the present age but also in the one to come,” (Eph.1: 21). His power is above all power.
The name “Jesus” is the legal right of absolute authority. His power is

(Mk. 16:17-18) “And

these signs shall follow they that believe; In my name shall
they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; 18.They shall take up

serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay
hands on the sick, and they shall recover.”
(Mk. 16:18), “They

shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it
shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.”

IN THE END WE WIN

Jesus Christ ascended into heaven and sits at the right hand of God the Father. And at the
appointed time He will return to earth planting His feet on the Mt. of Olives in Jerusalem, and receive
His own, both living and dead. He will judge all mankind according to their deeds, or lack of them. He
will destroy ungodliness from the world. He will set up His Kingdom on earth for one thousand years.
PERILOUS TIMES

The Church of Jesus Christ has been purchased with the precious blood of the Eternal Son of
God, therefore, like Him is eternal. Jesus said, “upon this rock” (Petra) “I will build my church.” The
Church is not built upon Peter, but it is built upon Christ. There is a divine person living in the church.
Each member of the church is indwelt by the Spirit of God. The Christian has a unique relationship
with Jesus. Jesus is shown as the Head of the church and the members are called His Body. He has
given his believers power of attorney to act against the power of Satan.
We are living in perilous times. Nevertheless, it is also a time for great light to shine into the
darkness. Jesus said, “And this is the condemnation that light is come into the world,

and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil. 20 For
every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds
should be reproved, 21 but he that doeth truth cometh to the light that his deeds

may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God,” (Jn. 3:19-21). Christian witnessing
can be especially powerful because of the tremendous darkness that has spread across the world. The
Christian Church is surrounded by the enemy and infiltrated by New Age doctrines camouflaged in
Biblical language. To be successful, we must be a vigilant, but Word enlightened church.
The Apostle Paul reports, that Jesus rescued us from the power of darkness and transferred us into
the kingdom of his beloved Son. He writes in the beautiful poetic language of Jesus in (Col. 1:13),

“Who hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and
hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: 14 In whom we have
redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins . . .” (Col. 1:13-14).
describing Christ’s sovereignty.

Look at a passage that celebrates Christ as creator and sustains the universe, and He is shown
supreme over every living creature. He is the head of His body, the church, and the first to conquer
death. Although in Christ “all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell.” Paul asserts, it was ultimately
Carrying Christian Coffins

only through his human suffering–through “the blood
was able to reconcile all things to God and make peace.” 58

of His cross,” (Col. 1:19, 20), “That he

Paul describes the power of Jesus. “He

is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn
of all creation: for in Him all things in heaven and on earth were created, things
visible and invisible whether thrones or dominions or rulers or powers,” (Col.1: 1516).
Jesus Christ is Lord and we worship Him in the Spirit of truth according to (Jn. 8:32). Jesus must
be at the center of our sermons and our lives that the world can truly see that the Father sent Him.
[Who is the image of the invisible God] eikoon tou Theou tou aoratou. The objects, here,
as it is in the parallel place in (Eph. 1:20-23), is to give a just view of the exaltation of the Redeemer. It
is probable that, in both cases, the design is to meet some erroneous opinion on this subject that
prevailed in those churches or among those that claimed to be teachers there. See the Introduction to
this Epistle, and compare the notes at (Eph. 1:20-23). For the meaning of the phrase occurring here,

"the image of the invisible God,” (See the notes at (Heb. 1:3 and II Cor. 4:4).

The meaning is that he represents to mankind the perfections of God, as an image, figure, or
drawing does the object which it is made to resemble. See the word "image " eikoon - explained in the
notes at (Heb. 10:1). It properly denotes that which is a copy or delineation of a thing; which
accurately and fully represents it, in contra distinction from a rough sketch, or outline; compare (Rom.
8:29; I Cor. 11:7; 15:49).
The purpose noted in this passage is that the being and perfections of God are accurately and
fully represented by Christ. In what respects particularly he was thus a representative of God, the
apostle proceeds to state in the following verses, to wit, in his creative power, in his eternal existence,
in his heir ship over the universe, in the fullness that dwelt in him. This cannot refer to him merely as
incarnate, for some of the things affirmed of him pertained to him before his incarnation. The idea is
that in all things Christ fairly represents to us the divine nature and perfections. God is manifest to us
through him; (I Tim. 3:16).
We see God in him as we see an object in that which is in all respects an exact copy of it. God
is invisible. No eye has seen him, or can see him; but in what Christ is, and has done in the works of
creation and redemption, we have a fair and full representation of what God is . . . 59
SEAT OF POWER

Jesus has been raised and seated at the right hand of Father God. He is ruling in power and
distributing His power to the ones who believe. (Eph. 1:17-23), “That the God of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and
revelation in the knowledge of him: The eyes of your understanding being
enlightened; that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, and what the riches
of the glory of his inheritance in the saints, And what is the exceeding greatness of
his power to usward who believe, according to the working of his mighty power,
Which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead, and set him at his
own right hand in the heavenly places, Far above all principality, and power, and
might, and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this world, but also
in that which is to come: And hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to be
the head over all things to the church, Which is his body, the fullness of him that
filleth all in all.”
He has been raised by the Father and is sitting in His position of divine power and has put every
power under His feet. He is giving His power to usward who believes. This means that we can walk in
his powerful anointing and accomplish the very same results that He and His disciples did.ach one of
us is accountable to God to make certain Jesus Christ is residing in us, creating his life through us, and
that we have the witness of the Holy Spirit within us. (Rom. 8:16). "Examine yourselves, to see

whether you are in the faith; test yourselves," (II Cor. 13:5). “Every Christian
emerges either trusting in people, or trusting fully in God, that is, either cursed or
blessed. "Thus saith the LORD; Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and
maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the LORD. For he shall be
like the heath in the desert, and shall not see when good cometh; but shall inhabit
These things I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might have peace. In the world ye shall have
tribulation: but be of good cheer; I have overcome the world. (Jn. 16:33.

While many Christians slumber, there is intense suffering in the entire world. We need to wake
up and "stand in the gap' and cry out loud and clear there is only One that is Jesus Christ! Christians
should be filling in the void by telling the seeking world the answer is Jesus Christ.”

“But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be
false teachers among you, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even
denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction.
And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way of truth
shall be evil spoken of. And through covetousness shall they with feigned words
make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and
their damnation slumbereth not,” (II Pet. 2:1-3).
FORMS OF GODLINESS - DENYING THE POWER

“upon this rock I will build my church and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it,” (Mk. 16:16). He was saying that the church as an institution is here
When Jesus said,

to stay, (Satan cannot destroy the true church). The members of the church must be vigilant and
careful guardians of His Word. They must be passionate about His cause. They must be crushed for
people in the valley of decision. The Bibles says, “Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision: for
the day of the LORD is near in the valley of decision,” (Joel 3:14).

“Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall
come, even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last
time,” (I Jn. 2:18).
When you think of the antichrist I’m sure that like most people you think of the evil end time
ruler that is to come, but John says there are many antichrists. How can that be? (I Jn. 2:18).
Anti-Christ doesn’t mean opposite of Christ, it means in place of Christ. Any person who
puts himself in place of Christ in your life is operating in the spirit of antichrist. And as John said
there are many of them already in the world!
FOLLOW JESUS

We must be certain to follow Jesus, not men or women in these perilous days. We who would
escape the great apostasy and the falling away that was prophesied for our time must get back to the
Bible. We must check the Scriptures for ourselves comparing today's issues against God's Word. (I

“For there must be also heresies among you that they which are
approved may be made manifest among you.”
Cor. 11:19),

For instance, have we ever seen anyone bleed in the Bible for the people except Jesus? Have we
ever seen God's image appear on the walls anywhere in the Bible? Have we ever seen Jesus or any of
His disciples take anyone back to the womb or even beyond the womb to heal their memories? Do you
believe the Bible ever shows the Devil with the authority to beat Jesus in hell? Of course, the answer to
these questions remains forever No!



Name of our Lord Jesus Christ.



Provisions made by His Word.



Through blood of Jesus.



Through His delegated authority.

TRUE CHRISTIAN AUTHORITY

Use your authority-Satan must obey. Demons don't have a choice. They tremble and run
when we talk and agree with the Word of God. It is God's will for you to be free from every evil
influence of the devil.

"In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, when you are gathered together, and my spirit with
the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, to deliver such a one to Satan for the destruction of the flesh,
that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus," (I Cor. 5: 4, 5).
[In the name of our Lord Jesus] Who is the head of the church; and under whose authority
every act is to be performed.
[And my spirit] My apostolically authority derived from him; with the power, sun dunamei,
with the miraculous energy of the Lord Jesus, which is to inflict the punishment that you
pronounce: (1 Cor. 5:4).23
JESUS IS THE CREATOR GOD

“Giving thanks unto the Father, which hath made us meet to be partakers of the
inheritance of the saints in light: 13 Who hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath
translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: 14 In whom we have redemption through his
blood, even the forgiveness of sins: 15 Who is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of
every creature: 16 For by him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth,
visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all
things were created by him, and for him: 17 And he is before all things, and by him all things
consist. 18 And he is the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn from
the dead; that in all things he might have the preeminence. 19 For it pleased the Father that in
him should all fullness dwell; 20 And, having made peace through the blood of his cross, by him
to reconcile all things unto himself; by him, I say, whether they be things in earth, or things in
heaven. 21 And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked works,
yet now hath he reconciled 22 In the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: 23 If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled,
and be not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard, and which was
preached to every creature which is under heaven; whereof I Paul am made a minister; 24 Who
now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ in
my flesh for his body's sake, which is the church: 25 Whereof I am made a minister, according to
the dispensation of God which is given to me for you, to fulfill the word of God; 26 Even the
mystery which hath been hid from ages and from generations, but now is made manifest to his
saints: 27 To whom God would make known what is the riches of the glory of this mystery
among the Gentiles; which is Christ in you, the hope of glory: 28 Whom we preach, warning every
man, and teaching every man in all wisdom; that we may present every man perfect in Christ
Jesus: 29 Whereunto I also labour, striving according to his working, which worketh in me
mightily,” (Col 1:12-29).
JESUS IS THE WORD

“In the beginning was the Word , and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 The
same was in the beginning with God. 3 All things were made by him; and without him was not
anything made that was made. 4 In him was life; and the life was the light of men,” (Jn. 1:1-4).

“And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not. 6 There was a
man sent from God, whose name was John. 7 The same came for a witness, to bear witness of
the Light, that all men through him might believe. 8 He was not that Light, but was sent to bear
witness of that Light. 9 That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the
world. 10 He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not. 11
He came unto his own, and his own received him not. 12 But as many as received him, to them
gave them the power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his name: 13
Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. 14
And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the
only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth. 15 John bare witness of him, and cried,
saying, This was he of whom I spake, He that cometh after me is preferred before me: for he was
before me. 16 And of his fulness have all we received, and grace for grace. 17 For the law was
given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ. 18 No man hath seen God at any
time; the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him. 19 And
this is the record of John, when the Jews sent priests and Levites from Jerusalem to ask him,
Who art thou? 20 And he confessed, and denied not; but confessed, I am not the Christ. 21 And
they asked him, What then? Art thou Elias? And he saith, I am not. Art thou that prophet? And he
answered, No. 22 Then said they unto him, Who art thou? that we may give an answer to them
that sent us. What sayest thou of thyself? 23 He said, I am the voice of one crying in the
wilderness, Make straight the way of the Lord, as said the prophet Esaias. 24 And they which
were sent were of the Pharisees.25 And they asked him, and said unto him, Why baptizest thou
then, if thou be not that Christ, nor Elias, neither that prophet? 26 John answered them, saying, I
baptize with water: but there standeth one among you, whom ye know not; 27 He it is, who
coming after me is preferred before me, whose shoe's latchet I am not worthy to unloose. 28
These things were done in Bethabara beyond Jordan, where John was baptizing. 29 The next day
John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith, Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the
sin of the world. 30 This is he of whom I said, after me cometh a man which is preferred before
me: for he was before me. 31 And I knew him not: but that he should be made manifest to Israel,
therefore am I come baptizing with water. 32 And John bare record, saying, I saw the Spirit
descending from heaven like a dove, and it abode upon him. 33 And I knew him not: but he that
sent me to baptize with water, the same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit
descending, and remaining on him, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost. 34 And I
saw, and bare record that this is the Son of God. 35 Again the next day after John stood, and two
of his disciples; 36 And looking upon Jesus as he walked, he saith, Behold the Lamb of God!
We have found the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ. 42 And he brought him to
Jesus. 49 Nathanael answered and saith unto him, Rabbi, thou art the Son of God; thou art the
King of Israel. 50 Jesus answered and said unto him, Because I said unto thee, I saw thee under
the fig tree, believest thou? thou shalt see greater things than these. 51 And he saith unto him,
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Hereafter ye shall see heaven open, and the angels of God
ascending and descending upon the Son of man,” (Jn. 1:5-2:1).
CONQUERING POWER

God=s spiritual dominion is the most astonishing power in the universe. God has always
worked through humans to accomplish bring His kingdom to the earth. We must take heaven by
force. Just as God gave the people of Israel the promise then told them to take it by force.

ASo will they fear the name of the Lord from the west and East. His glory from the rising of the sun;
when the enemy comes in like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord will lift a standard against Him, @ (Isa. 59:1).

Psalm 72:19
This is a large petition. To intercede for a whole city needs a stretch of faith, and there are
times when a prayer for one man is enough to stagger us. But how far-reaching was the
psalmist's dying intercession! How comprehensive! How sublime! "Let the whole earth be filled
with His glory." It doth not exempt a single country however crushed by the foot of superstition; it
doth not exclude a single nation however barbarous. For the cannibal as well as for the civilized,
for all climes and races this prayer is uttered: the whole circle of the earth it encompasses, and
omits no son of Adam. We must be up and doing for our Master, or we cannot honestly offer
such a prayer. The petition is not asked with a sincere heart unless we endeavor, as God shall
help us, to extend the kingdom of our Master. Are there not some who neglect both to plead and
to labor? Reader, is it your prayer? Turn your eyes to Calvary. Behold the Lord of Life nailed to a
cross, with the thorn-crown about His brow, with bleeding head, and hands, and feet. What! Can
you look upon this miracle of miracles, the death of the Son of God, without feeling within your
bosom a marvelous adoration that language never can express? And when you feel the blood
applied to your conscience, and know that He has blotted out your sins, you are not a man
unless you start from your knees and cry, "Let the whole earth be filled with His glory; Amen, and
Amen." Can you bow before the Crucified in loving homage, and not wish to see your Monarch
master of the world? Out on you if you can pretend to love your Prince, and desire not to see Him
the universal ruler. Your piety is worthless unless it leads you to wish that the same mercy which
has been extended to you may bless the whole world. Lord, it is harvest-time, put in thy sickle
and reap.
SPIRITUAL KEYS

The Apostle Paul gave the Church the apocalyptic knowledge of the powers and
principalities in Eph. 6. He disclosed that the church was in spiritual warfare gave us the keys to
spiritual warfare by using our spiritual weapons. Jesus Christ also told us in (Matt. 11:12), AThe
kingdom of heaven suffereth violence and the violent take it by force. @ We must break through
the powers of darkness with military force against the kingdom of darkness.
The Church of Jesus Christ has to be the difference in every community. Jesus= Saints are
His instruments on this earth because He is sitting at the right hand of God waiting and willing to
give the power to win every spiritual battle. He gave the Church spiritual armor and weapons. Our
weapons are prayer, using His name, His blood, His Word and His power. The Apostle Paul shows
this transference of Jesus= power to usward who believe in (Eph. 1:19-22), AAnd what is the
exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe, according to the working of his mighty
power, which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead and set him at His own
right hand in the heavenly places. Far above all principality and power and might, and dominion,
and every that is named not only in this world, but also in that which is to come: And hath put all
things under his feet, and gave him to be the head over all things to the church. @ The problem is
some Saints never understand their position in Jesus Christ.@
The Bible says, AMy people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast
forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children, @ (Hos. 4-6).
It’s time for Christians to look to Jesus and win the battle for souls; Jesus is coming soon!
We agree with your prayers and Join spiritual warfare with you for your home and your
hearts’ desire according to (Matt. 12:29), “Or else how can one enter into a strong man's house,
and spoil his goods, except he first bind the strong man? And then he will spoil his house.”
We bind the strongman over this sickness in the name of Jesus according to (Matt. 16:19)
“And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on

earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in
heaven.”
And we release healing over your body in Jesus’ name according to (Matt.18:18), “Verily I
say unto you, whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever ye
shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.”
We agree that every demon is bound and we uproot them breaking every cord, chain and
command them to go into the cage. Father, we ask that you will send your strong Angels to take
these arrested trespassing devils to the feet of Jesus for judgment before their time for touching
a child of God.
You said in Your Word, “All authority is vested in Jesus Christ, yet He has given His authority
to us to overcome all the power of the enemy.”
Christians today must return to the basics of their faith. Preachers should teach them the
foundations of the Scriptures. Spiritual knowledge is power! Knowing your spiritual authority
enables one to enter into spiritual warfare with faith to overcome. Each Christian must learn that
he has power over come any and every demonic strongman. We as true believers in the Lord
Jesus Christ can bind and cast out demons.
We rejoice and praise You for the answer to this prayer in Jesus’ name. “That the trial of
your faith, being much more precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire,
might be found unto praise and honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ,” (I Pet. 1:7).
All authority is vested in Jesus Christ, yet He has given His authority to us to overcome all
the power of the enemy. Christians today must return to the basics of their faith. Preachers
should teach them the foundations of the Scriptures. Spiritual knowledge is power! Knowing your
spiritual authority enables one to enter into spiritual warfare with faith to overcome. Each
Christian must learn that he has power over come any and every demonic strong man. We as
true believers in the Lord Jesus Christ can bind and cast out demons. “I have given you authority
to trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will
harm you.” (Luke 10:19).
JITTER-BUG CHURCHES~GLITTER LIGHT PREACHERS

Christians the Door to Antichrist’s Priests
Spiritual Rape by Callous Christian Leaders and Pastors
Harlem Shake Dance
Voodoo ~ Rituals and animistic beliefs involving magic and communication with ancestors
and demons! FRIENDS, this is very shocking indeed… Happening in my home town, Celebration
Church, Jacksonville, Florida!
"And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
and some to shame [and] everlasting contempt. And they that be wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for ever and
ever. But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, [even] to the time of the end:

many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased....Many shall be purified, and
made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall
understand; but the wise shall understand. (From Dan. 12)

The Spirit of Antichrist on full display at Celebration Church in
Jacksonville, Florida
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjAG2rPpGB0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjAG2rPpGB0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=a00-cLOfI3g&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zj8WtLJQVMY
This newsletter has material that I have used in other newsletters.

“To wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their
trespasses unto them; and hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation. Now then we are
ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ's stead, be
ye reconciled to God,” (IICor.5:19,29).

God Bless you
Pastor Pat
Jan. 1, 2014
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